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ABSTRACT
CHRISTINA PHILLIPS: An Evaluation of Physical Activity on the Reading
Achievement of Middle School Students
This study analyzed the relationship between reading achievement and the use of
Exerga~nesas an intervention, to investigate the areas in which physical activity can
improve reading achievement among struggling readers, and to understand the amount of
minutes and levels of intensity of physically active adolescents that supports reading
achievement. The need for an innovative reading intervention has become more urgent
because of the lack of improved reading achievement in the United States. In addition,
students should not lose access to physical activity in an attempt to increase reading
achievement. Using a quasi-experimental, pretest-posttest, nonequivalent group design,
this study attempted to measure the effect of Exergames between a control and treatment
group.
Participants were assessed at the beginning and the end of the 6-week intervention. The
findings from a Pearson chi-square test indicated no common difference between the
groups, such as racelethnicity, educational status, and gender. The results from the
postassessment indicated no common difference between the control and treatment
group. However, results showed that in some areas the control group academically
outperformed the treatment group. The research resulted in several recommendations for
improvement with the data collection method as well as the suggestion for a longer-term
study. The proposed recommendations may provide insight on how well-trained reading
specialists impact reading achievement among struggling readers in middle school and
not the time allotted for instruction.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
The available instn~ctionalmethods for teachers orreading neglcct to talce into
consideration research that shows the positive effect of brain stimulation, brought about
by technology that induces physical activity, on achievement in reading. Regular
participation in physical activity, through the use of video games, may produce a positive
impact on the developmental outcomes of students (Best, 2010; Russell & Newton,
2008). To implement effective instructional interventions, it is critical to understand the
intensity levels, duration, and frequency of physical activity required to increase
academic achievement (Best 2010; Rocha, 2007; Tompkins, Hopkins, Goddard, & Brock,
2012; Walberg & Paik, 2000). Children should participate in moderate to vigorous
physical activity for 60 minutes a day (Tompkins, et al., 2012). Thus, the purpose of the
study is to investigate the effects of physical activity through the use of Exergames on
reading achievement of middle-school students.

Research Questions
The following research questions will guide this study:

1. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve overall
reading achievement, as comprised of vocabulary, informational text, and
literary analysis?
2. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve reading
achievement as it pertains to levels of co~nplexity?

3. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve reading
achievement as it pertains to type of text?

Background of the Problem
Successhil reading education is critical to the educational needs and goals of
society (Becker, McElvany, & Kortenbruck, 2010; Freire, 2010) and successful reading
education must address the reading needs of every student (Sensenig, 201 1). As early as
fourth grade, educators see the cumulative effects of low reading proficiency (Kelley &
Decker, 2009). Students who have this fourth-grade reading slump are unable to meet
grade-level expectations (Kelley & Decker, 2009). Without remediation, struggling
readers continue to experience difficulties in both middle and high school (Vaughn et al.,
2011). Due to repeated academic failures in reading during the early grades, struggling
middle school students often experience a lack of motivation to achieve in reading or in
any subject matter that requires proficient reading skills (Blanton, Wood, & Taylor 2007;
Mucherah & Yoder, 2008).
The importance of improving reading achievement should not be underestimated
(Stanley & Stanley, 201 1). Reading is the foundational skill for all academic subject
areas (Marchand-Martella, Martella, Modderman, Petersen, & Pan, 2013; Melekoglu,
201 1). Reading proficiency at the end of elementary school is a predictor for academic
success at the secondary level and beyond (Melekoglu, 201 1). Learning to read includes
learning to comprehend material (Allington, 2009; Chall, 1983a; Dion, Brodeur,
Gosselin, Campeau, & Fuchs, 2010; Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). Without the skills
necessary to comprehend reading material, students are prone to fail in other subject

areas, perform poorly on high-stakes assessments, and drop out of school (Allington,
2010; Stanley & Stanley, 201 1).
Often, ineffective reading instruction and misplaced reading interventions
contribute to reading difficulties among struggling readers (Allington, 201 0, Dion et al.,
2010). As students transition between elementary, middle, and high school, the
complexity of reading tasks increases by grade level (Indrisano & Chall, 1995). Reading
comprehension becomes increasingly dependent on skills beyond word recognition as
students progress through each grade level (Sesma, Mahone, Levine, Eason, & Cutting,
2009). Once struggling readers enter high school, the inability to comprehend reading
material is a problem, possibly threatening a student's ability to obtain a high school
diploma (Alger, 2009; Allington, 1010).
To improve reading achievement, policy makers and practitioners must agree on
the most effective reading strategies and interventions at each grade level (Dion et al.,
2010). As measured by many high-stakes assessments, critical elements to improving
reading achievement include effective reading instruction at all grade levels and
appropriate reading interventions to support struggling readers and eventually diminish
their number (Alger, 2009; Allington, 201 0; Dion et al., 2010). Yet, as educators work to
improve reading achievement based on high-stakes testing, most instruction reflects testtaking strategies and not how the brain learns new information (Blanton et al., 2007;
Willingham, 2009).
The cognitive processes necessary for goal-oriented and organized behavior,
commonly referred to as cxecc~tivefunctions, are critical to reading comprehension.

Successful reading comprehension depends on the use of cognitive skills within the
executive function domain (Sesma et al., 2009). Such cognitive functions include the
student's ability to use higher-level slulls, which include working memory, planning,
organizing, and monitoring (Sesma et al., 2009). Thus, reading interventions should take
into account the way the brain processes text and stores information in working memory
(Bohn-Gettler & Rapp, 201 1; Cutting, Materek, Cole, Levine, & Mahone, 2009; Eason,
Goldberg, Young, Geist, & Cutting, 2012). Text requires the reader to make both
predictions and inferences by recalling previous knowledge to connect the information in
the text (Eason et al., 2012). Readers effectively engaged in reading are cognitively
connected to the text (Bohn-Gettler & Rapp, 201 1). The use of such higher-level skills
during reading suggests a link to the executive function, though the majority of studies
focusing on reading comprehension do not connect specific reading skills to executive
function (Cutting et al., 2009).
A lack of certain cognitive skills can lead to difficulties in reading comprehension
(Allington, 2010). When secondary students read increasingly difficult text to learn new
information, the ability to read and understand words quickly and accurately is critical.
Cognitive skills within the executive function domain support such tasks (Sesma et al.,
2009). For example, less cohesive text requires the reader to make both predictions and
inferences and to recall previous knowledge to connect the information in the text
(Cutting et al., 2009; Eason et al., 2012). During a reading task of less cohesive text,
college students with low working memory have difficulty making predictions and

inferences about what will happen next (Lmderhol~n,Cong, Rc Zhao, 2008).

Many struggling adolescent and adult readers have difficulty reading and
comprehending basic materials as well completing simple tasks, such as following
written directions at home and at work or reading menus in restaurants (Greenberg, Pae,
Morris, Calboon, & Nanda, 2009). The ability to read is also considered a workforce
skill and, as such, students' reading achievement affects the types of jobs for which they
are qualified (Aper, 2010). A workforce that lacks employees with skills that rely on
reading proficiency can impede a country's economic growth and social development
(Legters & Balfanz, 201 0; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
[OCED], 2010a). High cognitive skills are essential to a country's economic growth and
social development (OCED, 2010b).
Reading is a mandatory slull for both academic success and adult responsibilities
(Hagaman & ~ e i d2008)
,
and the ability, or lack thereof, to read has far-reaching
implications. Students' reading achievement affects not only their academic success but
also graduation rates, college readiness, the opportunity to enroll at colleges and
universities (Legters & Balfanz, 201.0; Zhao, 2009), and occupational opportunities
(Cutting et al., 2009). In the United States, business leaders, government officials, and
the nation's citizens agree that education should produce functional workers and citizens
(Aper, 2010). The ability to read promotes the development of intellectually, socially,
and physically sound citizens (Ediger, 20 12).
As with literacy problems, the lack of physical activity among students continues
to present problems for a growing society (Russell & Newton, 2008). Over the past 3
decadcs, the nnmber oFphysically activc students in the United States has decreased

(Rilssell& Newton, 2008). Fitness and physical activity have been shown to increase
academic achievement among students (Wittberg, Northrup, & Cottrell, 2012). Research
shows that students are becoming progrensively unfit due to an increasingly sedentary
lifestyle facilitated by technology, for exainple, video games, television, and an increased
use of motorized transportation (Best, 2010; Biddle, 201 1; Hillman, Erickson, & Kramer,
2008). In addition to missed opportunities for increased academic achievement,
decreases in physical activity are related to increases in serious long-term health risks,
such as diabetes, high blood pressure, and obesity (Cordes, Miller, & Almon, 2004;
Laurson, Brown, Cullen, & Dennis, 2008; Laurson, Eisenmann, & Moore, 2008). Such
comorbidities are likely to contribute to low academic achievement as the result of
teasing, avoiding physical education classes, health complications requiring medical
attention, and skipping school (Puhl & Luedicke, 2012).
The significant increase in obesity rates among children and adolescents stems
from a less physically active lifestyle (Green, hley, & Hargrove, 2012). Less activity
among children and adolescents living in the United States poses a serious threat to
communities around the nation (Green et al., 2012; Laurson, Eisenmann, et al., 2008).
Green et al. (2012) have reported that more than 23 million children and adolescents
living in the United States meet the criteria for being obese or overweight. Some students
from low socioeconomic backgrounds suffer from childhood obesity. Such children are
at a greater risk for truancy, school failure, substance abuse, and violent or unhealthy
behavior (Green et al., 2012).

Taking a more positive perspective regarding physical activity, childhood obesity
will decrease with the possibility of an increase in academic achievement, as children
maintain a more physically active lifestyle during the day (Green et al., 2012; Laurson,
Eiscnmann, et al., 2008; Russell &Newton, 2008). The literature also links physical
activity with improvements in cognition that, in turn, are related to increased academic
achievement (Best, 2010; Donnelly & Lambourne, 201 1; Hillman et al., 2008). In light of
this research, the potential benefits from regular use of technology beyond entertainment
purposes may have widespread implications for the field of education. For example, the
use of physical activity through interactive video games may improve student
engagement throughout the school day (Russell & Newton, 2008).
Russell and Newton (2008) have indicated that physical activity through visually
stimulating environments such as video games requiring the body to become physically
active, increases self-efficacy and that self-efficacy among adolescents has been linked to
higher levels of student achievement. R-egular participation in physical activity, through
the use of such video games, may produce a positive impact on the developmental
outcomes of students (Best, 2010; Russell &Newton, 2008). Exergames are a type of
video game in which the user must engage in vigorous physical movement by using the
entire body (Best, 2010). The use of Exergames during the school day may improve
student engagement and increase academic achievement (Best, 2010; Russell & Newton,
2008).
Similarly, Tomporowski, Davis, Miller, and Naglieri (2008), as well as
Ploughman (2008), argued that aerobic cxercise has a significant erfect on cognitive

performance. This supports the use of physical activity to improve the performance of
executive functions (Best, 2010). Students who engage in some form of physical activity
during the school day exhibit excellent fine motor skills and fitness as well as better
academic perforinance and a better attitude toward school (Jensen, 2005; Wittberg et a!.,
2012). Overall, through physical activity, students may begin to improve academically,
and as a result, begin to practice a healthier lifestyle, which reduces long-term health
risks (Wittberg et al., 2012).
Edwards, Mauch, and Winkelman (201 1) conducted a review of the literature on
the relationship between exercise and academic achievement. They found that quasiexperimental interventions in which additional time was allotted for physical activity did
not reduce student achievement in the classroom or on standardized test scores. Students
who engage in daily physical activity not only perform academically better but also have
a better attitude towards school (Best, 2010; Coe, Pivarnik, Womack, Reeves, & Malina,
2006; Silverman, 1993).
Providing students with adequate levels of physical intensity is challenging
(Donnelly & Lambourne, 201 1). Thus, to successfully incorporate vigorous physical
activity into an academic setting, educators should consult with knowledgeable
practitioners in the field of physical activity, specifically physical education specialists.
Physical educators receive training to ensure students have exposure to the most effective
techniques and behavioral aspects of physical activity (Russell & Newton, 2008; Wong &
Louie, 2002).

As a strategy to provide more time for instruction in tested subjects such as
reading, schools continue to decrease the time for both physical education and physical
activity (Coe et al., 2006). No clear evidence supports the need for an increase in
academic time through the reduction of physical activity (Coe et al., 2006). As an
intervention for improving academic achievement, research supports the need for active
student engagement during classroom instruction, rather than a reduction in certain
classes (Rocha, 2007). An increase of more time for subject areas such as reading and
math do not guarantee student mastery (Walberg & Paik, 2000). Improving the quality of
instruction and the level of student engagement during allocated instructional time is a
necessary component to improve student achievement (Silva, 2007).
During instruction, less engaged students may be less motivated to perform an
academic task such as reading (Kelly & Decker, 2009). Less engaged student learners
will have varying academic needs (Kelly & Decker, 2009; Rocha, 2007; Walberg & Paik,
2000). As a means to improve student achievement, teachers should have access to
multiple instructional strategies, which promote active student engagement (Rocha, 2007;
Walberg & Paik, 2000); for example, including additional academic time for programs
that involve physical activity, may provide students with more engaging learning
opportunities (Rocha, 2007).
Depriving students of engaging educational experiences, which include physical
activity, may cause more harm to students (Rocha, 2007). Reducing the curriculum in
order to place a greater emphasis on core subjects may not be the best reform strategy for
all students (Rocha, 2007). Engaging students in more physically active education

supports skills for successful adults living in a global society (Rocha, 2007). As
demonstrated by the California Department of Education, a lack of physical activity
among students may be linked to students performing lower during high-stakes testing
(O'F-Ianlon, 2007). Regular participation in physical activity may produce a positive
impact on academic outcomes measured by standardized and high-stakes testing (Coe et
al., 2006; O'Hanlon, 2007). The California Department of Education found that students
participating in 10 minutes of aerobics (physical activity) before a standardized test
outperformed 25% of the other students tested (O'Hanlon, 2007).
The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) measures both reading
and mathematics achievement across the United States. At a local level, in 201 1, the
percentage of fourth-grade students in the state of Florida who performed at or above the
NAEP proficiency level was 35%, which is less than the average of 36% of fourth-grade
students who performed at or above the NAEP proficiency level in 2009. Similar to the
results for fourth-grade students in the state of Florida, the percentage of eighth graders
who performed at or above the NAEP proficiency level was 73%, which also is less than
the average of 76% for eighth-grade students who performed at or above the NAEP
proficiency level in 2009 (National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2010).
At the middle school selected for this study, in 2010, 50% of the sixth-grade
student population scored below the Florida state reading proficiency level on the Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT). Under Section 5 1003.455 of Florida Statute
Title XLVIII (Fla. Stat., 2010), once students fall significantly below reading proficiency
nlandatory
levels, they must be provided with additional insti-uctional time thro~~gh

remedial reading courses (Allington, 2009). This is accomplished, however, by losing
access to the required physical education classes. An alternative to reducing physical
education during the school day would be to integrate physical activity into the academic
setting (Donnelly & Lainbourne, 201 1).
Definition of Terms

Cognitiveprocesses include four types of mental processing: executive function,
controlled processing, visiospatial processing, and speed processing (Tomporowski et al.,
2008).

English language learners (ELLS) are students who are classified as students who
are in the process of learning English and placed in the English as Second Language
(ESOL) program. ELL students vary in literacy levels from level 1 to level 4. Once
students are classified as level 4, students begin exiting the program. Literacy levels, as
defmed by the Palm Beach County School District 2008-201 1 Plan for Services to
English Language Learners (Appendix A), are as follows: (a) level 1: the student has
limited ability to read and write in any language; (b) level 2: the student, within limits, is
able to read and write in at least one language; (c) level 3: the student is able to read and
write extensively in English; and (d) level 4: the student is able to read and write in
English. Based on Section $1003.56 of the 2010 Florida Statute on public education,
once students meet the eligibility requirements they are allowed additional time and
alternate testing locations when taking an assessment (School District of Palm Beach
County [SDPBC], 201 1).

Exceptional student edzlcation (ESE) is designed to meet the unique learning

needs of exception students, as defined below (Bureau of Exceptional Education and
Student Services [BESS], 201 1).
Exceptionnl rt~ident~
are those who arc classified as having learning disabilities or

are able to perform at superior academic levels, for example, gifted (Bureau of
Exceptional Education and Student Services [BESS], 201 1). For the purpose of this
study, exceptional students are those who have learning disabilities.
Executive function is a set of cognitive processes that allow for controlled, goal-

directed cognition and behavior (Best, 2010).
Exergames are video games that require the user to engage in vigorous physical

movement while using the entire body (Best, 2010).
Expository texts are documents that concern factual informational on the

structure, hnction, and/or sequence of events as related to subjects and topics that are
taught (Medina & Pilonieta, 2006).
Functional literacy is the ability to use both printed and written information to

achieve an individual goal in addition to developing one's knowledge and potential
(Baer, Kutner, & Sabatini, 2009).
Integrated curriculzrm involves two or more content areas being taught together

(Opitz, 201 1).
Narrative texts are documents that provide a description of a number of events in

sequential order, in which one event is related to one another through temporal and causal
rclat~on~hlps.
Narrative texts include at least one p~otagonist,for example, a character

who follows certain actions to reach a goal or solve a problem (Medina & Pilonieta,
2006).
Physical activity is skeletal muscle activity in which the use of energy may cause

an increase in metabolic rate, which may continue after the te~minationof observable
movement (Armstrong, 1998).
Sedentary activity is behavior that involves sitting or lying (Biddle, 201 1).
Significance of the Study

There is limited research on the required levels of intensity for physical activity
through the use of Exergames necessary to affect reading achievement in adolescent
readers, and, as such, this is an area worthy of investigation. Specifically, regular
participation in physical activity using Exergames may produce a positive impact on the
cognitive process that is important for reading success in students (Best, 2010). The
results from this study will provide teachers of reading critical information regarding
instructional strategies for struggling adolescent readers. Reading proficiency levels
continue to show minimal gains in many states, including Florida (NCES, 2010).
Struggling readers involved in physical activity receive an increase in cognitive benefits
related to the executive function (Rest, 2010). Brain research continues to indicate that
physical activity provides the brain with the additional oxygen, which it needs to increase
the connections among the neurons (Jensen, 2005; Wolfe, 2001). During the school day,
student engagement in physical activity leads to higher academic achievement and better
attitudes toward school (Jensen, 2005; Russell & Newton, 2008).

Delimitations and Limitations
Due to time constraints, the research will be conducted over a 6-week period. Six
weeks will not provide the researcher with sufficient time to see whether the effect, if
any, of physical activity on reading achievement will last over time. Thus, future
research would benefit from a longer time frame.
Due to the study being delimited to middle school students, who are between the
ages of 11 and 13, from two level-1 intensive reading classes, the results may not be
generalizable to students of other grade levels, ages, or types of reading classes. Thus,
future research should use a more diverse sample.
Due to class sizes and scheduling demands of the school, the research will be
conducted on a small sample of 22 students, which also limits the generalizability of the
findings. Thus, future research should use a larger sample.
Due to the instructional requirements of the Florida Department of Education, the
reading instruction received by both the treatment and nontreatment groups will be
conducted by the researcher; it is, therefore, unavoidable that in this study certain level of
subjectivity may be present. In future studies, to avoid the possibility of this subjectivity,
someone other than the researcher should administer the reading instruction or the
reading intervention if possible.
Due to the researcher's role as the teacher completing the intervention, the level
of teacher motivation and preparation time outside of the regular school day may be
significantly overestimated or underestimated in some areas.

Due to participants' access to the X-box Kinect and their personal experience with
it, participants may play the X-box Kinect games beyond the regular school day;
therefore, participants may become discouraged with, lose interest in, or become bored
with the intervention. Also because participants may play the X-box Kinect games
beyond the regular school day, practicing the activities may cause skewed variations in
heart rate responses.
Due to high-stakes testing in cores subjects such as reading, participants may
attend reading tutorial services funded by grants beyond the regular school day. These
services provide additional support from certified reading teachers to students struggling
with reading achievement.
Due to human error, there may be calculation variations in participants' target
heart rate zones. The estimation of target heart rate zone may be an underestimate or
overestimate of intensity for some students.

Assumptions
1. All students in the treatment group will want to participate in the physical
activity sessions.

2. Students will not be transferred between the treatment group and the
nontreatment group.

Organization of the Study
This chapter provided an introduction to and an overview of the dissertation
proposal. The chapter concludes with a discussion of limitations and delimitations.
Chapter I1 provides the review of the literature and theoretical framework of the study.

Chapter I11 presents the methodology, inchding the research design, the target population
and sampling plan, instrumentation, procedures, methodological limitations, and the data
analysis plan.

CHAPTER I1
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents a review of the literature relevant to reading achievement,
levels of text complexity, the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT), and
physical activity. Included in the review are discussions of teacher quality, executive
function, the heart rate and target heart zone, reading instruction, integrated curriculum,
brain research, technology, and physical activity to provide the foundation of the
proposed study.
Reading Achievement
As the American public continues to express concern over reading achievement,
the reading education of students in the United States remains a priority for public policy
agendas (Sensenig, 201 1). Improving reading achievement as measured by both
international and national assessments for all students remains a priority for the United
States (NCES, 2010; National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983; U.S.
Department of Education [U.S. DOE], 201 1). According to the No Child Left Behind
law (NCLB), by 2014 all children were to be at grade level by the end of the third grade
(Sensenig, 201 1). As early as 2004, results from the Nation's Report Card showed that
after the implementation of NCLR, an achievement gap in reading still existed in
educational systems, not only on an international level but also at national and state levels
across the United States (Alger, 2009).
International reading achievement. Every 3 years, the Programme for
Internatiollal Student Assessment (PISA) collccts international reading data on 15-year-

old students (OCED, 2010a). The assessment includes questions that require each
student to apply reading strategies acquired in the school setting to nonschool
environments. Each student must make a variety of cognitive-based decisions that
require them to inake use ofnot only reading but also mathc~naticaland scientific
knowledge from school-based settings and relevant experiences (OCED, 2010b). The
United States consistently ranks average or below average in the majority of subject areas
tested internationally (Rotberg, 2010). In 2009, when compared against other countries,
the United States ranked 17th in reading scores from the Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) report. The report showed that only 30% of 15-year-old boys
and girls in the United States performed at or above reading proficiency level 4 (OCED,
2010a). According to PISA, 15-year-olds who achieve a level 4 or higher are proficient
readers, capable of reading difficult texts (OCED, 20 lob).
PISA assessment results in reading correlate with a country's economic and social
growth. Consequently, countries with the highest percentage of students who read at
proficient levels reflect a successful education system (OCED, 2010b). Absent from the
PISA results are the detailed curricula, mandates, and time used for educational practices
in the high-performing school systems.

National reading achievement. In the United States, federal programs have
been implemented with a goal of increasing reading achievement among students at every
grade level (Allington, 2009). Literacy programs once adopted as part of the No Child
Left Behind Act of 2001 included such programs as Early Reading First, Reading First,
and Striving Readers (U.S DOE, 2002). Early Reading First programs emphasized the

development of early childhood centers designed to expose students to effective learning
environments before they entered elementary school (U. S. DOE, 2002). To ensure that
students read well by the end of third grade, the federal government supported Reading
First Programs, which emphasized research based on teaching methods for early reading
instruction (Meier, Noguera, & Cobb; 2007). For struggling readers enrolled in Title I
middle schools and high schools, the federal government funded the program called
Striving Readers, which focused on reading interventions specifically designed for
adolescents reading significantly below grade level ("Striving Readers," 2009; U.S. DOE,
n.d.), with a goal of raising reading achievement among struggling readers. Title I
schools receive additional funding from the federal government to support schools in
meeting the education goals of low-income students (US. DOE, n.d.). After the
implementation of such programs, Brozo (as cited in Marchand-Martella et al., 2013)
found that 1.2 million students continued to drop out of school with reading skills that are
below basic (p. 161).
Educational stakeholders search for ways to reduce the number of
underperforming students in core subjects (Jeynes, 2007; Stanley & Stanley, 201 1; Zhao,
2009). To ensure that both equity and a quality education exist within the U.S. public
education system, the federal government continues to monitor, modify, and implement
educational reforms to address the academic weaknesses of the United States (Zhao,
2009). In 2001, The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) began to require teachers to
ensure that every student made academic progress in core subject areas (Stanley &
Stanley, 201 1). But even with the implelnentation of multiple educational niandates, the

lack of reading achievement among students at every academic level has existed in the
United States for many years (Allington, 2009; Forgione, 1998; Lacour & Tissington,
201 1; McQuillan, 1998 Valencia & Buly, 2004). Even after the passage of federally
funded education laws, such as the Reading Excellence Act of 1998, the NCLB Act of
2001, and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004, achievement among
struggling readers in the United States continued to lack significant improvement
(Allington, 2009).

In 2009, a nationally representative sample size of 2 13,000 fourth graders and
168,000 eighth graders participated in the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) in reading (NCES, 2010). The NAEP measures reading proficiency levels for
students in the fourth, eighth, and twelfth grades, using three achievement levels: basic,
proficient, and advanced. Students who achieve at the basic level demonstrate partial
mastery of knowledge and skills. Proficient students demonstrate a strong understanding
of challenging material, and students who demonstrate advanced levels exceed
expectations set by the NAEP (2010).
As measured by the NAEP (U. S. DOE, 2010) in 1992,62% of fourth graders
were at or above proficiency levels; in 2009,67% of fourth graders read at or above
proficiency levels. In 201 1, the average fourth-grade reading score reflected the same
fourth-grade reading average of 67% from 2009 (U. S. DOE, 2010). In addition, the
NAEP assessment did not find a significant increase between the national average
reading score of eighth graders between 1992 and 201 1. In 1992, the average eighthgrade reading score was 69%. However, in both 1992 and 2009. the average national

reading score for eighth-grade students was 75%, an increase of only 5 % points from
1992 (US.DOE, 2010). The results of the NAEP assessment for both fourth- and
eighth-grade students consistently show how reading achievement in the United States
has lacked significant inprovement. Test resolts such as the NAEP project nationwide
images of deficits in reading achievement at all grade levels.

Florida's national reading achievement. The NAEP addresses, by state, both
reading and mathematics test scores across the United States. In Florida, in 201 1, the
average percentage of fourth-grade students who performed at or above the NAEP
proficiency level was 35%, which was one percentage point less than the average of 36%
of fourth-grade students who performed at or above the NAEP proficiency level in 2009.
Similarly, the percentage of eighth graders who performed at or above the NAEP
proficiency level in Florida in 201 1 was 73%, which also is less than the average of 76%
of eighth-grade students who performed at or above the NAEP proficiency level in 2009

(US.DOE, 2010).
The percentages of fourth-grade and eighth-grade students in the state of Florida
who read at or above proficiency level as measured by the NAEP have shown no
DOE, 2010). According to Rotberg
significant difference from 2004 to 2009 (US.
(2010), the results from statewide assessments should show progress toward the
achievement of the state's set proficiency standards. Deficits in reading achievement
among students enrolled in kindergarten through 12th grade project images of
achievement gaps long observed both across Florida as well as nationwide (Greenleaf &
Hinchman, 2009). Closing the acliieveinent gap and i~nprovingstudent achievement in

reading at both the national and state levels remains a priority for the United States
(National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983; U.S. DOE, 2010)
Florida's state reading achievement. The Florida Comprehensive Achievement

Test (FCAT), a state-mandated assessment, was first administered to st~identsstatewide
in both reading and mathematics in 1998. The FCAT in reading was designed to measure
student achievement of the Sunshine State Standards in basic reading skills at each grade
level, starting with the third grade. Beginning in 201 1, the FCAT 2.0 in reading
measured the student achievement of the standards, now called the Next Generation
Sunshine State Standards, in basic reading skills and literature at each grade level,
beginning in the third grade. The reading skills and understanding of literature assessed
on the FCAT 2.0 increase in difficulty by grade level (Florida Department of Education
[FLDOE], 2012~).
The FCAT 2.0 uses five student achievement levels to measure the reading
proficiency for each student. Students rated at level 1 experience minimal success with
grade-level content; classification of the student's test performance is significantly below
grade level (FLDOE, 2012~).Students at level 2 experience limited success with grade
level content; therefore, the student's test performance is below grade level (FLDOE,
2012~).At level 3, students expenencepartial success, or a satisfactory level of success,
with grade level content; therefore, the student's test performance meets the minimum
requirements for grade level performance (FLDOE, 2012~).Students at level 4
demonstrate an above-satisfactory level of success, and students at level 5 demonstrate a
mastery of the ]nost challenging content of the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards

(FLDOE, 2012~).The minimum goal for all students who take the FCAT is a level 3.
Only students who achieve at levels 4 or 5 are considered on grade level (Appendix R).

In 2001, 51% of sixth-grade students demonstrated above-satisfactory levels on
the reading FCAT. Similar to the national and state level NAEP results, by 2012, the
FCAT showed minimal gains. The number of sixth-grade students who read at level 3 or
above increased by 8% on the FCAT reading test. In 2001,37% of 10th-grade students
demonstrated proficiency (level 3 or above) as measured by the FCAT. By 2012, 10thgrade proficiency levels increased by 13%, which raised the statewide percentage for
10th-grade students who read at satisfactory levels or above to 50% (FLDOE, 2012).
As a result of NCLB, high-stakes testing at both the national and state levels
dominates methods for measuring reading achievement among students (Ediger, 2012).
At the state level, if assessments continuously indicate that students' needs are not being
adequately addressed, each state's department of education has the authority to
implement changes that better address the needs of students in both testing policies and
teacher- and student-based curriculums, as long as the new assessments and curriculums
continue to address the federal guidelines (Rotberg, 2010). In efforts to reduce the
number of struggling readers across the United States, some states have reduced initial
classroom instructional time for low-performing students, in order to provide time for
small group and one-to-one direct instructional remediation for struggling readers
(Greenleaf & Hinchman, 2009). Preparing students for success beyond effective testtaking strategies begins with the implementation of classroom instructional practices,
which reflect the leamlng needs of stlldents (Zhao, 2009)

Impact of Struggling Readers
Education policies must implement classroom instruction and instructional
practices to provide students methods for success beyond high-stakes, test-taking
strategies (Zhao, 2009). Beginning in the primaly grades, the cost to educate struggling
readers puts an increasing financial burden on the education system every school year
each struggling reader requires additional support (Allington, 2009; Cappella &
Weinstein, 2001; Slavin, Lake, Davis, & Madden, 2010). Struggling readers, at all grade
levels unable to achieve average reading success, must be exposed to alternative reading
interventions, which tnay include hiring reading specialists and purchasing additional
reading programs. As struggling readers at any grade level receive additional support in
reading instruction, any student still unable to achieve average reading success must
receive additional and often more costly reading interventions (Allington, 2009).
Over 1 million teenagers between the ages of 16 and 19 are not enrolled in school
or have not attained a high school diploma (Curran & Reyna, 2010; Legters & Balfanz,
2010). In turn, high school dropouts experience higher unemployment rates, a greater
number of incarcerations, poorer health conditions, and a greater need for social services
(Legters & Balfanz, 2010). Students dropping out of high school are more likely to cost
the government millions of dollars. There is an increasing concern that, as adults, high
school dropouts also experience higher unemployment rates, more incarcerations, lower
socioeconomic status, the need for more social services and poorer health conditions
(Legters & Balfanz, 2010). One method to lowering the high school dropout rate is by
ensuring that high school students have adequate reading skills before graduating from

high school. Due to the inconsistent and varied methods in the reported data at the state
level, current dropout rates among high school students are likely underestimated (Greene
& Winters, 2006; Legters & Balfanz, 2010). The dropout rate among high school

students subsequently affects the nuuliber of students eligible to enroll and earn degrecs
from institutions of higher education (besting, 2008).
As high school graduates exit high school in preparation for college and
universities, many high school graduates are not prepared to enter college with the
necessary reading skills to be successful in higher education (Rosenfeld, 2005). Some
higher education institutions contribute the increase of students in need of remedial
courses to the declining conditions and instructional practices in school districts
educating students in grades K-12 (Rose, 2012). More than 35% of students who enter
colleges and universities need remediation courses before beginning standard college and
university courses (Handel & Williams, 201 1; Rose, 2012). Customarily, remedial
courses do not earn students transferable credits toward requirements for graduation
(Handel & Williams, 201 1).
Those students required to enroll in remedial courses also experience lower
graduation rates. Students significantly underprepared for college coursework will need
to spend more than the usual 4 years of attendance at a higher education institution (Rose,
2012). The majority of college students entering college who are unable to complete a
program within six years never graduate from a college or university. Only 35% of
students who enter a 4-year degree program will graduate within four years and fewer
than 60% of them will graduate within six years (Tabal-rok, 201 2). In 2009, the dropout

rate among college and university students was, as a result, the United States had the
highest dropout rate among colleges and universities compared to all other industrialized
countries (Taban-ok, 2012). Without the assistance of remedial reading courses, more
than 35% of high school graduates would enter colleges and universities without the
basic reading and writing skills necessary to successfully attend and graduate from
institutions of higher education (Fitzhugh, 201 1; Handel & Williams, 201 1; Rose, 2012).
In the United States, business leaders, government officials, and the nation's
citizens agreed that education should produce functional workers and citizens (Aper,
2010). Reading achievement affects the number of people who enter the workforce with
the necessary skills that employers seek in our global workforce (Biancarosa, 2012;
Sabatini, Shore, Holtzman, & Scarborough, 201 1; Schoeff, 2007). Further, an essential
understanding of reading education is that people should be able to read well enough to
function in everyday life (Biancarosa, 2012; Farr, 1977; Freire, 2010). National
Governors' Association (2005) found that 40% of students who graduate from high
school lack the reading skills sought by employers. Freire and Macedo (1987) showed
that illiterate individuals generally experienced failure in schools and in other
environments.
Both adolescent and adult struggling readers have a difficult time in performing
everyday tasks, such as reading a television guide or completing official documents
(Bohn-Gettler & Rapp, 201 1). When people are unable to read well, a greater number of
social services are needed, which results in greater financial strain on government
programs (Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). As adolescents become literate and

productive members of society, graduate from high school, successfully enter and
graduate from colleges and universities, and obtain success employment, the United
States may save the nation billions of dollars (Marchand-Martella et al., 2013).
Profile of a Struggling Hcader

Students enter each grade level with a vast range of academic and social abilities;
thus, each student does not enter classroom settings equally prepared for academic
success (Allington, 2009; Willingham, 2009). Before schooling begins and throughout
the schooling process, students experience different levels of parental support and
academic preparation methods (Willingham, 2009). As kindergarteners enter formal
school settings, their socioeconomic status, prior knowledge, vocabulary, and reading
ability will .iary. For example, before entering kindergarten, some students have
experienced over 1,000 read-alouds, which includes exposure to different vocabulary
words, while other students entering kindergarten have listened to fewer than ten stories
read aloud (Allington, 2009). Research (Allington, 2009; Allington, 2010) also has
indicated that some students enter kindergarten after attending a preschool program,
while others enter kindergarten without any formal education (Allington, 2009). Students
entering kindergarten from low socioeconomic backgrounds are at a higher risk for
becoming struggling readers (Dion et al., 2010).
As early as kindergarten, many readers' struggling stems &om the lack of quality
instruction provided in elementary classrooms (Allington, 2009; Dion et al., 2010). The
lack of quality reading instruction leaves older struggling readers with more complex
reading deficiencies, such as comprehending increasing complex text (Allington, 2009;

Marchand-Martella et al., 2013; Vaughn et al., 201 1). Longitudinal research (Allington,
2009; O'Connor & Jenkins 1999) shows that when kindergarten students have limited
knowledge of letter names, those same students have limited word recognition by the end
of first grade (Allington, 2009; Dion et al., 2010).
For most struggling readers, word recognition continues to be limited beyond first
grade; thus, many struggling readers may be identified as early as kindergarten. In efforts
to reduce the overall number of struggling readers, such research leads researchers to
argue that explicit and purposeful reading instruction and interventions should begih as
early as kindergarten, leaving some reading experts to speculate that an important
element for improving grade level reading achievement is the timing of instruction in the
early grades (Alger, 2009; Dion et al., 2010).
Traditional reading instruction and curriculums do not adequately address the
reading needs of each struggling reader in the elementary grades (Greenleaf &
Hinchman, 2009). Early reading interventions help prevent some younger students from
becoming struggling readers (Allington, 2009; Dion et al., 2010). Yet, early
interventions have not resulted in the overall improved reading achievement of older
struggling readers identified as such before exiting elementary school (Allington, 2009;
Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). Seventy percent of readers who receive reading
intervention in elementary school require intense reading remediation in middle school
and high school (Marchand-Martella et al., 2013).
Students not meeting grade level expectations in elementary school are likely to
continue to fall behind throughout their academic careers as rcading material becomes

more complex (Allington, 2009; Greenleaf & Hinchman, 2009; Willingham, 2009). In
the early elementary grades (K-3), most struggling readers are less than a year behind
their achieving grade-level peers. By fourth grade, many struggling readers are more
than one year behind their grade level peers (Allington, 2009). Results froni the NAEP
show minimal improvements for fourth-grade readers performing below grade level
(Kelley & Decker, 2009). After fourth grade, the achievement gap between most
struggling readers entering middle school and their grade level peers is more than three
years (Allington, 2009).
When students leave third grade, they must have the skills necessary to begin
reading to learn new information (Allington, 2009). Many struggling readers entering
fourth grade have not received adequate reading instruction or reading interventions to
support the comprehension of increasingly difficult grade-level text (Allington, 2009;
Blanton et al., 2007; Greenleaf & Hinchman, 2009). Beginning in the fourth grade, many
struggling readers begin a pattern of academic failure that continues through middle
school and high school (Blanton et al., 2007; Vaughn et al., 201 1). Correcting reading
deficiencies in struggling readers beyond elementary school is more difficult for both the
reader and the teacher (Allington, 2009).
Secondary level. Eliminating reading difficulties, which lead to academic failure

among struggling readers enrolled in elementary school, is essential to the academic
success and future of students entering middle school (Vaughn et al., 201 1). As
struggling readers enter middle school, the possibility of academic success is reduced
(Slavin et al., 201 0). To ensure reading success anlong students who enter sixth grade,

however, education policies must prevent reading failure and provide adequate reading
interventions at the elementary level (Helf & Cooke, 201 1). Studies of older struggling
readers (Allington, 2009) show little success with current interventions that focus on
improving reading achievement. For states and school districts to consider students to be
on-grade-level readers in middle school, students must perform at proficiency levels on
state and national assessments (Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). As students enter
middle school, based on standardized assessments, students identified as struggling
readers are placed in remedial reading classes, which can decrease their motivation to
learn (Donaldson & Halsey, 2007).
A struggling reader's motivation to read continues to decrease as the reader
progresses through each grade level and his or her ac~demicneeds are not addressed.
Once struggling readers reach third or fourth grade, most of them stop reading outside of
class (Allington, 2009). On the other hand, an increase in student motivation provides
struggling students with opportunities to perform at the optimal learning levels
(Allington, 2009; Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). Struggling readers in middle school
often lack motivation; this may limit their ability to learn and implement effective
reading strategies necessary to become successful readers (Marchand-Martella et al.,
2013).
Research shows that reading comprehension is an extensive problem for
struggling readers in both the middle and high school settings (Hagaman &Reid, 2008).
Students in middle school and beyond must be prepared to comprehend a variety of
genres and different text coniplcuity levels when they enter new grade levels (Marchand-

Martella et al., 2013). In addition to lacking motivation, struggling middle school and
high school readers lack the skills they need to develop strategies to decode multisyllabic
words. The ability to decode multisyllabic words is essential to successfully

comprehending both expository and narrative text (Marchand-Martella et al., 2013).
Many reading interventions in middle school are ineffective for struggling readers
because the instruction focuses on foundational skills, such as basic word recognition and
the decoding of one-syllable words (Hagaman & Reid, 2008) and does not extend to the
level of complexity of students' reading. Struggling adolescent readers have broad and
complex reading difficulties that involve vocabulary as well as understanding and making
meaning of new texts (Vaughn et al., 201 1). These struggling readers have limited sight
word recognition and decoding skills, and, when they transition to sixth grade, they have
difficulty with reading text to learn subject matter (Biancarosa, 2012).
Struggling readers at every grade level typically have difficulty applying prior
knowledge to written text and monitoring their own reading comprehension during
reading; they also have limited vocabularies (Blanton et al., 2007; Marchand-Martella et
al., 2013; Shapiro & Riley, 1989; Vaughn et al., 2011). The struggling reader has
difficulty using a variety of reading strategies (Blanton et al., 2007; Shapiro & Riley,
1989). According to Chall's (1983b) Stages ofReading Development, the ability to read
is a mix between complex abilities and skills that change as the reader progress through
school. During the school day, struggling readers need additional reading lessons
provided by reading experts designed to meet their specific needs (Allington, 2009).

Legters and Balfanz (2010) noted that by sixth grade, many unsuccessful students
experience limited academic success, low attendance rates, and frequent occurrences of
inappropriate behavior, making it possible to identify future dropouts as early as sixth
grade. Their rcsearch also has shown that a relationship exists between classrooin
instruction, reading achievement, and graduation rates. Students who experience little
success in school and receive low test scores are more likely than successfil students who
score at least average on high-stakes assessments to drop out of school (Christle,
Jolivette, & Nelson, 2007).
No Child Left Behind

Before the NCLB Act in 2001, several scientists and educators felt that the world
of education was not ready for the field of scientific brain research (Wolfe, 2001). But
according to the federal guidelines outlined by NCLB, classrooms based on scientific
research are essential to reducing the number of struggling readers in classrooms across
the United States (Allington, 2009). To ensure school districts across the nations use the
best scientific research available, NCLB restricted the use of federal funding to
instructional programs and interventions deemed effective by scientific research
(Allington, 2009). As part of NCLB, programs such as Early Reading First, Reading
First, and Striving Readers served as some of the first federally funded initiatives to
prioritize classroom instruction for struggling readers at all grade levels supported by
scientific research (Allington, 2009).
Implementation of the NCLB Act was designed to reduce the achievement gap
between studcnts from different socioeconolnic status, race, and gender (Berliner, 201 1).

Through NCLB, the federal government guarantees that every student who enters a
public school classroom will receive quality instruction, delivered by highly qualified
teachers with education credentials set by both the federal and state governments (U. S.
DOE, 2005). For example, in the state of Florida, as a result of NCLB, the iieecl for
teachers with Florida state reading certifications and reading endorsements increased to
meet federal demands for highly qualified teachers. Accordingly, the FLDOE expected
to find teachers with the necessary skills to detect early reading problems and provide the
appropriate interventions for improved reading instruction for all students (Florida Center
for Reading Research [FCKR], 2007). According to the FLDOE certification department,
there are over 8,000 teachers with reading certification credentials and 23,711 teachers
with reading endorsement certifications in the state of Florida (FLDOE, 2012a). Since
the initial implementation of NCLB, across the state of Florida, the reported number of
teachers per year who receive reading endorsements increased from 500 to well over
1,000 (Florida Center for Reading Research, 2007).
Nationwide, from federal and state mandates included as part of NCLB, education
systems have been required to monitor the implementation of programs designed to meet
the needs of all students, specifically including struggling readers (Allington, 2009;
Stanley & Stanley, 201 1). Teachers and administrators must ensure classroom
assessments measure state standards (Berliner, 201 1; Supon, 2008; Willingham, 2009).
Both teachers and administrators must continually examine these results (Supon, 2008).
The results from these classroom assessments drive instructional practices for teachers

working to achieve mandatory proficiency levels on high-stakes assessments mandated
by the state (David, 201 1; Supon, 2008).
NCLB demanded that all education systems across the United States implement
instruction tl~atwould increase the achievement of all students (Allington, 2009;
Willingham, 2009). To ensure that states meet the federal guideline, the requirements of
NCLB provided for high-stakes testing to hold states and teachers accountable for student
progress and the lack thereof (Berliner, 2013; Willingham, 2009). As schools across the
United States prepared for high-stakes testing, classes that include physical activity, such
as physical education, continued to be reduced during the school day (You, 201 1).
Before NCLB, some school administrators viewed physical education as an
unnecessary interruption to core academic instruction (Berliner, 201 1; Sallis et al., 1999).
Then, with the increasing demands of statewide assessment, many states began to reduce
the time for physical activity in the school setting in order to provide more time for
academic subjects, such as reading (Berliner, 201 1; Collier, 201 1). According to Coe et
al. (2006), there is no clear evidence to support the strategy of more academic time and
less physical activity to improve academic achievement. In fact, research has
demonstrated that students who participate in at least ten minutes of appropriate aerobics
before a standardized test performed 25% better than did their peers who did not exercise
before the test (O'Hanlon, 2007).
In response to the national implementation of NCLB, schools and teachers began
to align classroom cumculums with the demands of high-stakes testing (Blanton et al.,
2007). Tlie majority of state tests consist of only multiple-choice qaestions (Willinghain,

2009). By matching classroom instruction to test-taking strategies, teachers who design
their reading instruction only around high-stakes testing fail to instruct readers in thinking
skills used for comprehending increasingly difficult text (Blanton et al., 2007). Yet every
year thousands of students fail these high-stakes tests (Allington, 2009; Valencia R: Buly,
2004).
As reading teachers face pressure to meet high-stakes testing standards and state
mandates, reading instruction has increasingly come to rely on commercial products
(Blanton et al., 2007). Educational tools , which have teacher guides and supportive
materials, are designed for easy implementation (Vaughn et al., 201 1). Many commercial
products include scripted teacher dialogue and repetitious exercise with limited use of
challenging texts (Blanton et al., 2007; Vaughn et al., 201 1). Such products, however,
may not be designed to reduce the number of struggling readers or meet the needs of
struggling readers (Blanton et al., 2007).
Approach to Reading Instruction
Effective reading instruction must extend beyond teaching struggling readers how
to answer questions for standardized assessments (Biancarosa, 2012; Blanton et al.,
2007). Reading instruction for struggling readers should recognize the cognitive
differences among readers (Blanton et al., 2007). The most effective reading instruction
for all readers addresses comprehension and word-recognition strategies (Vaughn et al.,
201 1). Teaching students to read successfully depends on the effectiveness of the reading
instruction (Allington, 2009).

To ensure an increase in both the number of effective teachers in each state and
student achievement in core subject areas, national mandates require teachers to meet
new teacher qualifications at the federal, state, and local levels (U.S. DOE, 2005). These
instn~ctionFor all students
teacher qualification inandates guarantee quality classrool~~
receiving instruction in core academic subject areas at every grade level. Through
NCLB, all teachers teaching core subjects such as math and reading must meet standards
set by federal, state, and local educational authorities, which classify core subject-area
teachers as highly qualified (Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). Highly qualified teachers
are responsible for creating educational environments that match every student's
academic interests and needs (Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). Yet, over the course of
12 years, most students will receive instruction from only three highly qualified teachers
with effective teaching strategies: one in elementary school, one in middle school, and
one during high school (Allington, 2009).

Role of the teacher. Increasing student achievement requires the delivery of
instruction by effective teachers meeting high standards, who will ensure academic
success among all students at every grade level (Lernke, Thomsen, Wayne, & Birman,
2012). Effective teachers not only meet high qualifications but also have extensive
pedagogical content knowledge about the subject taught (Loughran, Berry, & Mulhall,
2006; Yilmaz, 201 1; You, 201 1). During classroom instruction, effective teachers use
strategies to promote both academic and social success among all students (Azzam, 2007;
Wiske, Franz, & Breit, 2005). As such, improving student achievement depends on

effective reading instruction in which teachers of reading meet the instructional needs of
each student (Allington, 2009).
To be an effective teacher of reading, a teacher must understand the vital role of
acquiring reading skills in the acquisition of lcnowletlge for readers (I-Telf & Cooke, 201 1 ;
You, 201 1). In most formal classrooms settings, reading success depends on the ability
to comprehend a variety of written materials (Hagaman & Reid, 2008; Lesaux & Kieffer,
2010). As a reader begins to successfi~llycomprehend reading material, he or she is able
to meet the requirements of a complex, technological society with the possibility of
upward social mobility (Comings, Gamer, & Smith, 2000).
Teachers of reading have a critical role in improving reading achievement among
struggling readers in classrooms across the United States (Biancarosa, 2012; Helf &
Cooke, 201 1). Every year, at accelerated rates, teachers of reading must produce
increased levels of reading achievement among struggling readers (Allington, 2009).
Effective reading teachers have extensive subject area knowledge, supported by effective
teaching strategies that provide quality instruction, which improves achievement among
all students, including struggling readers (Allington, 2009; Helf & Cooke, 201 1).
According to Allington (2009), in a 2004 randomized field trial design developed by
Nye, Konstantopoulos, and Hedges, these researchers found the most important variable
to improving any student's reading achievement is the effectiveness of the teacher. As
such, research shows that students' reading rates increase when teachers receive effective
training and adequate support in reading instruction (McCombes-Tolis & Feinn, 2008).

Effective teachers of reading instruction should be experts in specific areas of
both reading content and instructional delivery (Helf & Cooke, 201 1). Teachers of
reading instruction with expertise in reading support effective reading teachers with the
skills nceded to present students with customized instructional support in areas such as
phonics and the decoding of multisyllabic words (Ediger, 2012). Teachers of reading
instruction with expert teaching skills also provide effective reading teachers with the
knowledge to determine specific areas of difficulty for struggling readers (Shapiro &
Riley, 1989). As such, effective reading teachers are able to match each struggling reader
with reading material aligned with the reader's current achievement level (Ediger, 2012).
Effective reading teachers understand the purpose of reading instruction
(Allington, 2009; Shapiro & Riley, 1989). Learning to read involves acquiring decoding
skills in addition to developing vocabulary and learning reading comprehension
(Comings et al., 2000). During reading instruction, effective reading teachers expose
students to strategies that teach students to recognize words, decode unfamiliar words,
learn new vocabulary, and comprehend material. Comprehension strategies include
finding the main idea and summarizing information (Small & Arnone, 201 1). Effective
reading teachers understand that overemphasizing one view of the reading process during
instruction may hinder a reader and even produce a struggling reader (Allington, 2009;
Shapiro & Riley, 1989).

Developing readers. Effective reading teachers' instruction results in the
reader's ability to integrate multiple cognitive processes during reading (Christopher et
al., 2012). As reading inst~uctionreflects an increase in text complexity, the demands on

a reader's cognitive ability increase (Christopher, et al., 2012). Effective teachers
provide students with instruction that supports the development of the cognitive skill
structures necessary for reading and comprehending new material (Blanton et al., 2007;
Christopher et al., 2012). Reading rcqliires students to use cognitive processing, also
known as the executive function, which relies on orthography, phonological meaning,
and context (Adams, 1990).
As it relates to reading, the executive fi~nctionfocuses on the individual's ability
to understand, retrieve, and learn new information (Pass & Sweller, 201 1). The executive
function is a set of cognitive processes that allow for controlled, goal-directed cognition
and behavior (Best, 201 1). During reading, skilled readers intentionally select cognitive
skills and strategies reliant on executive functions (Allington, 2009). For example, the
ability to retain and quickly manipulate and process visual information during reading is
critical for reading comprehension (Christopher et al., 2012).
Effective functions include working memory and processes allowing for selfregulation (Alves, Gualano, Takao, Morine, & Takito, 2012; Best, 2010). Working
memory is one of several executive functions needed for the comprehension of reading
material (Eason et al., 2012); the ability to use it is critical to successful reading
comprehension (Christopher et al., 2012). By retaining and manipulating information in
the working memory, the brain is able to quickly process visual information. For a
reader, more working memory is required when comprehending a story, as compared to
processing visual information. To formulate a coherent story, the reader must be able to
niatcli, manipulate, and attach the meaning to each word (Christophel. et al., 2012).

Learning to read is a very difficult process because reading is not a skill that
occurs naturally in the brain (Sensenig, 201 1). Effective instruction depends on the
implementation of the best theoretical perspective, which represents the learning that is
expccted to take place (Schunk, 1991). Cognitive learning theories explain the way in
which the brain processes and memorizes information and take into consideration how
the learner experiences the material. More importantly, these theories are used to provide
an understanding of the learning that takes place as a result of executive functions, such
as the working memory (Schunk, 1991).
Cognitive theories have been applied to self-regulatory skills, self-determination,
and moral development (Schunk, 1991). During reading instruction, the use of selfregulation and self-monitoring is essential to improving reading instruction among
struggling readers in middle school (Hagaman & Reid, 2008). When readers successfully
comprehend the material read, they are able to read the majority of words in text using
such skills as self-regulatory and self-determination skills made possible by the executive
functions (Allington, 2009; Christopher et al., 2012). Flexibility within the executive
function allows each student to read and comprehend complex narrative and content-area
text with ease, subsequently achieving academic success (Marchand-Martella et al.,
2013).

Purpose of instruction. Achieving academic success with struggling readers
requires teachers to use explicit instruction so that students may learn how to successfully
implement effective reading strategies (Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). Research
documents the benefits of using explicit iustructioiial practices when teaching stmggliug

readers (Archer & Hughes, 201 1). Explicit instruction during reading is essential to
improving reading achievement among struggling readers. For example, explicitly
teaching multisyllabic chunking is an appropriate instructional tool for struggling readers
in middle school. Explicitly teaching stmggling readers how to recognize irregular

words, suffutes, and roots is an essential skill for supporting struggling readers
(Marchand-Martella et al., 2013).
Once students experience consistent and continuous effective reading instruction,
the majority of students eventually become successful readers (Allington; 2009). The
ability to read efficiently helps readers learn new complex words, which help the readers
comprehend new text (Christopher et al., 2012). Such readers are able to read and
demonstrate understanding when reading more dense content-area text (MarchandMartella et al., 2013). Research suggests the need for strategy instruction during reading
instruction at the middle and high school levels. Such strategy instruction should include
the use of self-monitoring, self-regulation, and goal setting to improve reading
comprehension (Hagaman & Reid, 2008).

Improving Adolescent Reading Achievement
Improving adolescent reading achievement is dependent on teachers creating
educational environments that match every student's academic needs (Marchand-Martella
et al., 2013; Willingham, 2009). To meet the educational demands of every student
during classroom instruction, social interactions among adolescent struggling readers will
help develop the cognitive structures vital to reading comprehension (Blanton et al.,
methods sl~oulclinclude teaching
2007; Seslna et a]., 2009). Effective instr~~ctionnl

strategies and curriculums that expose students to collaborative and integrated learning
opportunities (Cone, Werner, Cone, & Woods, 1998; Marchand-Martella et al., 2013).
At the elementary, middle, and high school levels, research supports the use of
collaborative lcarning as a way to increase student achievcmcnt (Marchand-Martella et
al., 2013). Collaborative learning supports both academic and social success of students
during the age of globalization (Zhao, 2009). Bandura's social cognitive theory posits
that students learn through an effectively structured social context involving observation
(Schunk, 1991); thus, learning has a social aspect (Yilmaz, 201 1). In addition, principles
associated with Bandura's social cognitive theory have been applied to learning that
involves the development of social and self-regulatory skills (Schunk, 1991).
Effective reading instruction and interventions for struggling adolescent readers
must take into account the way that the brain processes text and stores information in the
working memory, such as the content of the text which may influence the depth of
processes utilized during reading (Bohn-Gettler & Rapp, 201 1). An individual's
physiological functioning affects his or her ability to learn (Caine & Caine, 1991).
During the adolescent years, a major change occurs in both the development and the
behavior patterns of the brain (Romer et al., 201 1). For example, sixth-grade students'
adjustment to middle school may be extremely taxing on the brain due to changes in the
school environment and classroom instruction, as well as an increase in the number of
teachers with whom the students. These things require students to make significant
cognitive adjustments (Jacobson, Williford, & Pianta, 201 1). The middle school

transition causes an increase in the student's use of the developing executive function,
causing a need for more self-regulation and working memory (Jacobson et al., 201 1).
Research from Biancarosa and Snow (2006) suggested motivation is an integrated
element for successful reading instruction for middle school students. For struggling
adolescent readers, reading teachers are unable to teach motivation (Allington, 2009;
Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). Motivation for struggling readers reflects teaching
methods and the text interactions teachers promote with their struggling students
(Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). To be successhl in middle school, students must be
able to read and ascertain knowledge in different subjects, which requires the reader to
use a variety of reading strategies (Ehren, 2009).
Improving adolescent reading achievement requires teachers to implement
strategiesthat increase the motivation of struggling readers (Mucherah & Yoder, 2008).
Once student motivation during reading instruction is increased, reading achievement
begins to improve in struggling readers (Melekoglu, 201 1). Because the emotional and
cognitive domains are impossible to separate, students' attitudes and feelings regarding
learning are encompassed in the learning process (Caine & Caine, 1991). By providing
students with a richer and more stimulating environment, teachers may increase academic
achievement (Caine & Caine, 1991; Melekoglu, 201 1; Mucherah & Yoder, 2008). As
such, structured discourse between students during reading instruction supports an
increase in stimulating environments, which support motivation through new and
meaninghl learning experiences (Blanton et al., 2007). The brain learns by constructing
meaning from sai-roundinginfol-mation (Jensen, 2005). Rescarcb sliows students acquire

knowledge through learning experiences, which include authentic discussions and
metacognitive conversations centered on specific subject matter (Allington, 2009;
Blanton et al., 2007).
Interdisciplinary approach. Integrating reading tasks into literacy assignments

of interest to struggling readers is critical to improving effective reading instruction that
supports adolescent reading achievement (Blanton et al., 2007). By creating engaging
and motivating environments, teachers are able to provide students with quality
instruction while using effective instructional methods (Marchand-Martella et al., 2013;
You, 201 1). Classrooms that actively engage students in the learning process promote
motivating environments of learning, which are essential to quality instruction (You,
201 1). Enhancing instruction with physical activity not only motivates and captures
student's interest, but also may cause an increase in student achievement (Cone et al.,
1998).
Integrating physical activity into classroom instruction as a means to increase
academic achievement is a well-known concept in the field of physical education (Cone
et al., 1998). Supporters of physical education have theorized about the benefits of
combining physical education and core academic concepts (Parks, Solomon, & Lee,
2007). As early as the 1970s, Cratty's Intelligence in Action (1973) and Active Learning
(197 1 ) encouraged the use of physical education activities to enhance academic
achievement (Cone et al., 1998). Likewise, recent research results from a randomized
control study successfully demonstrated how incorporating physical activity into an
academic-based curriculunl could increase academic achievement (Donnelly et al., 2009).

By combining academic lessons with physical activity, many students will become more
motivated, thus having an increased opportunity to be successful in the classroom when
performing academic tasks (Cone et al., 1998).
Often used interchangeably, interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches to
learning enhance what students learn (Cone et al., 1998). When using a multidisciplinary
approach during reading, meaningful educational experiences may result for less
motivated students (Allington, 2009; Cone et al., 1998; Parks et al., 2007). The use of a
multidisciplinary approach allows educators to include knowledge and skills that reflect
daily life (Cone et al., 1998). A multidisciplinary cuniculum that includes the delivery of
instruction from a physical education teacher integrated with reading instruction from a
reading teacher may help students learn and perform at their optimal level.
Two highly qualified subject area teachers, one qualified in each subject, should
teach multidisciplinary classes to ensure that students receive effective instruction in the
subject areas being integrated (Cone et al., 1998; Eveland-Sayers, Farley, Fuller, Morgan,
& Caputo, 2009; Parks et al., 2007; Wilkins et al., 2003). Incorporating lessons from two

subject areas during classroom instruction facilitates teamwork and planning among
teachers working to deliver highly effective instruction (Cone et al., 1998).
Collaboratively, effective teachers in both subject areas are able to deliver effective
instruction (Cone et al., 1998; Parks et al., 2007). As a result, students begin to
understand how the skills and knowledge learned in one subject may both transfer to
another subject area and be applied to life (Cone et al., 1998; Parks et al., 2007; Wittberg
et al., 2012).

In physical activity, as in core academic subjects such as reading, teacher quality
and preservice training affect quality (Collier, 201 1). Since the late 1990s, physical
education experts have documented the benefits of physical activity provided through
physical education classes by trained physical education teachers (Sallis et al., 1999).
Effective teachers, delivering instruction to low-performing students, know when to
implement a specific teaching method to support a student's comprehension of certain
material (Blanton et al., 2007; You, 201 1). As such, physical education teachers
understand the relationship between integrating physical education, specifically
delivering physical activity with other subject areas (You, 201 1).
Those against the use of a multidisciplinary approach, which includes physical
activity, may fear the use of one subject area overshadowing another or that teachers'
lack of expertise when integrating multiple subject areas (Cone et al., 1998). Parks et al.
(2007) conducted a review of the literature on perceptions of integrating physical activity
into other academic subjects. They found that, traditionally, when using an
interdisciplinary approach to instruction, physical educators incorporated reading and
other core subjects into their lessons but rarely was physical activity effectively
incorporated into reading education. Effectively incorporating physical activity into the
reading instructional environments requires the combined expertise of a physical
education and reading teacher (Cone et al., 1998).
Physical Activity and Physical Education

Physical education teachers recognized as effective teachers understand the
relationship between physical activities and the learning process (You, 201 1). The use of

physical activity encourages students to become actively involved in the learning process,
which leads to an increased understanding of academic material (Cone et al., 1998;
Russell & Newton, 2008). By including effective physical activity, participating students
expcriencc iinproved acadc~nicpcrfonnance, physical health, and self-csteem (Russell &
Newton, 2008).
Research also indicates that physical activity through visually stimulating
environments such as Exergames increases self-efficacy (Russell & Newton, 2008).
Exergames are video games that require the user to engage in vigorous physical
movement and may have a positive impact on cognitive development (Best, 2010; Trout
& Christie, 2007). The use of Exergames in both a social setting and a partnerlgroup

setting in school may have a stronger impact on the development of a student's executive
function than when played alone (Best, 2010). Exergames increase physical activity
levels, which provide immediate enjoyment and motivational incentives for user (Russell
& Newton, 2008).

Some overweight children have significantly lower reading scores than their nonoverweight peers (Tremblay, Inman, & Willms, 2000). Research shows that a sedentary
lifestyle is associated with the growing obesity rate in children (Kristjansson,
Sigfusdottir, Allegrante, & Helgason, 2009). Also, engaging in large bouts of sedentary
activity can have a negative impact on a student's cognitive development (Best, 2010). A
lack of physical activity also contributes to risk factors associated with coronary heart
disease (Janz, Golden, Hansen, & Mahoney, 1992). These issues have important

'implications for school curricula and how students learn because students spend a large
percentage of the school day in limited movement, by sitting at a desk or tables.
The time needed by educators to create quality learning experiences for students
is often absent from the school day (Cone et a]., 1998; Parks et al., 2007; Wilkins ct al.,
2003). The Center on Education Policy (as cited in McMurrer, 2008) reported that 46%
of school districts across the United States, which include elementary, middle, and high
schools, increased the time spent on subjects such as math and reading, by decreasing the
allotted time spent on physical education classes by at least 25 minutes. Additionally,
many schools that have approved physical education programs do not provide physical
education on a daily basis (Eyler et al., 2010; McMurrer, 2008).
As federal guidelines implement requirements for high-stakes testing, both
physical activity and physical education continue to hold less value in the public school
setting due to statewide standardized testing (Collier, 201 1). In the past, public schools
in the United States addressed the issue of obese or overweight children through daily
physical education classes, which included physical activity QG-istjansson et al., 2009).
Almost every school requires students to take some form of physical activity before
graduating from high school; however, due to high-stakes testing, many schools do not
provide time during the school day for instruction involving physical education
(McMurrer, 2008). The implementation, purpose, and function of physical education
programs as a school subject vary by school across the United States (McMurrer, 2008;
Naul & Hardman, 2002; You, 201 1).

The majority of states in the United States require physical education at every
level (You, 201 1). Sallis et al. (1999) noted the strong relationship links between
physical activity and learning; they noted that physical activity stimulates areas of the
prefi-ontal cortex used in learning and problem solving. Jensen (2005) stated, "The
evidence has become a groundswell, and most neuroscientists agree that movement and
cognition are powerfully connected" (p. 61).
Armstrong (1998) stated that adolescents should participate in physical activity
that requires elevated levels of exertion for at least 20 minutes, three or more times per
week. Fox, Barr-Anderson, Neumark-Sztainer, and Wall (2010) determined that students
who engage in intense physical activity during the school day have a significant increase
ir. academic achievement. Physical activity provides the brain the oxygen it needs for the
growth of new neurons (Willis, 2006). Further, students who engage in consistent
physical education programs during the school day exhibit excellent fine motor skills and
fitness, as well as better academic performance and a better attitude toward school
(Jensen, 2005).
Evidence continues to show the physical and mental benefits of physical activity

in youth of all ages (Parks et al., 2007). When students are physically active, their brains
are supplied with the oxygen-rich blood necessary for optimal academic performance
(Jensen, 2005). The benefits of physical activity are impossible to achieve if physical
education and the remaining academic subjects work in isolation (Parks et al., 2007).

Overall, previous studies have reported that students who engage in daily physical
education programs not only perform academically better, but also have a better attitude
toward school (Fox et al., 2010; Silverman, 1993).
Measuring physical activity. Accurately measui-ing physical activity in the
school setting is difficult due to the different components included in physical activity
such as the type, frequency, time period, and level of intensity (Hussey, Bell, & Gormley,
2007; Lee & Gorelick, 201 1). For the amounts and intensity levels of physical activity
that affect student achievement to be understood, physical activity must be measured
(Chaddock, Pontifex, Hillman, & Kramer, 201 1; Hussey et al., 2007; Lee & Gorelick,
201 1). Interventions to increase physical activity should be designed on the basis of the
intensity of physical activity needed to affect increased cognitive performance (Wittberg
et al., 2012). In the past, to assess the use of physical activity in children, researchers
used heart rate monitoring to determine intensity levels of physical activity (Hussey et al.,
2007).
The development of heart rate monitoring devices has provided researchers with a
tool to measure levels of physical activity (Hussey et al., 2007). An accurate measure of
the heart rate is essential to monitoring the Intensity level of physical activity (Lee &
Gorelick, 201 1). An electrocardiograph provides the best measure of heart rate, but its
use is not very practical in the school setting (Lee & Gorelick, 201 1). Multiple other
devices are available to monitor the level of physical activity (Hussey et al., 2007;
Laurson, Brown, et al., 2008). The use of a heart rate monitor is one approach to measure
physical activity (FIussey el a1 , 2007). Both pedometers and electronic heart rate

watches are accessible tools used to measure physical activity in children (Hussey et al.,
2007).
An electronic heart rate monitor watch to measure physical activity is a form of
instructional technology. When used elfcctively, heart rate monitors such as heart rate
watches can benefit the teaching and learning process by motoring students' activities
and providing immediate feedback (You, 201 1). Because the studies investigating
physical activity and heart rate outcomes on curricular activities in adolescents are few,
the need for more research is warranted (Gao, Hannon, & Carson, 2009).
Understanding and assessing a child's physical activity level depends on the
definition used to determine the resting heart rate. Determining the resting heart rate has
an impact on the intensity level of physical activity. Interpretations of physical activity
levels depend on the maximums range set to determine the intensity level of physical
activity (Hussey et al., 2007). The use of a heart rate monitor helps individuals work at
the proper physical activity levels designated by their target heart rate zone (McGinnis &
Beers, 2004).
The relationship between an individual's heart rate and oxygen consumption
supports the validity of using heart rate monitoring tools when assessing physical activity
in the school setting (Chaddock et al., 201 1; Hussey et al., 2007; Janz et al., 1992; Lee &
Gorelick, 201 1). Increasing the flow of oxygen to the brain supports the various
functions of the brain and the brain's ability to learn new information (Jensen, 2005).
Oxygen is one of the major sources of energy for the brain (Wolfe, 2001). Increasing
physical activity is a way to increase the blood flow of oxygen to the brain. Since thc

section of the brain that processes movement is the same part of the brain that processes
learning, physical activity can increase learning and enhance motivation (Jensen, 2005).

Florida's physical education policy. Before enrolling any student to participate
in physical education classes, school districts in the state of Florida are required to notify

each parent of the their available options (Fla. Stat. 2010, $1003.455). Exemption
policies for physical education in the United States are not exclusive to high schools, but
also exist in both elementary and middle schools. However, per $1003.455, when
students perform significantly below the state reading proficiency level, they are enrolled
in mandatory remedial reading courses and automatically lose access to required physical
education classes.

In Florida, there are over 21,000 tezchers with physical education credentials.
Approximately 7,000 of the physical education teachers in Florida have physical
education certification in grades 6 through 12 (FLDOE, 2012). Certified physical
education teachers have the proper training to support reading education through the use
of effective physical activity.

Summary of Literature
The literature clearly demonstrates the increasing interest in and multiple attempts
by policymakers, educational researchers, and practitioners to improve the education
process for every student in the United States. The literature also documents education
stakeholders' demands for a quality public education system in which schools receive
additional resources to support academic instruction that meets the needs of a
technological society.

A large body of psychological and educational research consistently points to the
need for teachers to provide students with learning experiences that prepare them for
success both in school and in the workplace. In this regard, there is universal
understanding that reading is a fundamental skill for being a productive inclnber of
society. The literature shows a connection between the decline in reading achievement
and decline in the U.S. economy. Overall, the literature clearly points to the need to
improve reading achievement.
Traditionally, the use of computer-based reading programs as a reading
intervention has proven to be ineffective in improving reading achievement among
struggling readers (Allington, 2009). However, technology has now provided educators
with a menu of tools to adjust curricula and instruction to fit the specific academic needs
of student learners. By using interactive technology, educators are able to gain the
attention and interest of students, provide immediate feedback to them, and offer them a
variety of learning opportunities (Willis, 2006).
Although evidence of the relationship between reading achievement, technology,
and the use of physical activity as an effective instructional strategy has been established,
no such relationship has been investigated as a call to action for new educational policies
at the state and local levels. For instance, federal, state, and local education policies
recognize the need for change in the instructional approach for teaching students how to
read, but the literature is limited in regard to the connection between physical activity and
reading instruction. Future studies must be conducted to determine the long-term impact

of physical activity and, specifically, Exergaming, on executive functions and reading
achievement.

CHAPTER 111
METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the methodology used to examine the impact of the
inclusion of physical activ~ty,in the fonn of Exergames, on overall reading achievement
among sixth-grade students. The chapter begins with a restatement of the purpose of the
study and the research questions, followed by a presentation of the research design,
participants, instrumentation, procedures, and data analysis.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to investigate the effect of physical movement,
through the use of Exergames, on reading achievement of middle school students.

Research Questions
The following questions guided the study:

1. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve overall
reading achievement, as comprised of vocabulary, informational text, and
literary analysis?

2. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve reading
achievement as it pertains to levels of complexity?

3. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve reading
achievement as it pertains to type of text?

Research Design
To evaluate the use of physical movement as a reading intervention for students
pretest-posttest,
with low reading achievement, the researcher used a quasi-experi~llcl~tal,

nonequivalent group design. The nonequivalent aspect of the design, in other words, the
use of a control group, enabled the researcher to measure the effect of the treatment.

Participants
As shown in Table 1, during the 2012 scl~oolyear, the total student population of

1,067 students, from which the sample was drawn, had a demographic breakdown as
follows: 64% HispanicLatino, 20% African American/Black, 12% Caucasian, 2% Asian,
1% Other, 1% Multicultural, and 0% American IndianIAlaska Native. Additionally,
20.1% of students were considered English Language Learners (ELLS) and 19.5% of
students were considered disabled and qualified for additional educational support (ESE).
Further, 54.6% of the students were male and 45.4% were female. Finally, 84.72% of the
students qualified for a free or reduced-cost lunch, which means that the school is
classified as high poverty (FLDOE, 2012).

Ln FLDOE, students completed the FCAT in

reading. Students whose test scores resulted in being classified at level one in reading
were assigned to intensive reading classes.

Table 1

Total Student Population
Characteristics

Percentage

Ethnicity

Caucasian

12%

Asian

2%

Multicultural

1%

Other

1%

Education Classification
English Language Learners (ELL)

20.1%

Exceptional Student Education (ESE)

19.5%

Gender
Male

54.6%

Female

45.4%

Socio-Economic Status (SES)
Free & Reduced Lunch

84.72%

Sample selection. Two level-one intensive reading middle-school classes, each
of which had 22 students between the ages of 11 and 13, were selected. Both intensive
reading classes were sixth-grade-level classes and were taught by the same credentialed
reading teacher, who has over ten years of experience in the field of reading. The
students in one class served as the treatment group, and the students in the other class
served as the control group. Thus, a total of 44 sixth-grade middle school students, which
included 20 girls and 24 boys, were selected to participate.
Students present for 13 or fewer of the 18 sessions of physical activity were
excluded from this study. For the students' data to be included in the sample, he or she
must have attended at least 14 of the 18 sessions of physical activity.

Instrumentation
Florida Reading Ready. The Florida Reading Ready (FRR) assessment consists
of 55 questions related to both expository and narrative text, which was given before and
after the intervention. The FRR is a program published by Curriculum Associates used to
support reading instruction for students preparing to participate in the FCAT grades 3-8.
After seelung permission, the FRR assessment was used to measure the reading progress
of both the treatment and nontreatment groups (Appendix C). The FRR is a valid
measure for students preparing for the FCAT (Appendix D).
According to the most recent study published by the Educational Research
Institute of America, the pretest and posttest from the FRR show correlations with the
FCAT 2.0 (Educational Research Institute of America, 201 1). The FRR assessment was
administered by the researcher immediately before tlie intervention began and then

immediately after it ended. Like the FCAT, the sixth-grade assessment included
questions of varying cognitive complexity in four reporting categories: vocabulary,
reading application, literary analysis of fiction and nonfiction, and information text.
FCAT. The FCAT is the Flol-ida state assessment used to measure progress

toward the goals of NCLB. The FCAT is designed to measure strengths and weaknesses
of basic reading skills of all students at each grade level, beginning in the third grade.
The FCAT is a state-mandated assessment in which each student is measured against the
state reading achievement standard. Both the fifth- and sixth-grade reading FCAT
contain 50 to 55 questions and each passage ranges between 200 and I100 words with an
average of 700 words. Both the fifth- and sixth-grade reading FCAT contain 50%
literary text and 50% informational text.
The sixth-grade assessment includes questions of varying cognitive complexity.
Of the questions in reading achievement, 15%-25% is of low complexity, 50%-70% is of
moderate complexity, and 15%-25% is of high complexity. The FCAT was reviewed for
potential bias and discrepancies in sensitivity, and found to be a valid and reliable
instrument. Schools place students into leveled reading classes based on results from this
high-stakes assessment.

Heart-rate monitor. The study used the EKHO WMP-88 Heart-Rate monitor,
which is in the form of a wristwatch. The heart rate monitor, which measures the resting
heart rate and heart rate during activity, is an important instrument in the field of exercise
science (Lee & Gorelick, 201 1). The monitor provided participants with immediate

feedback on the intensity level of their movement, and the researcher monitored physical
activity to ensure that students were working in their target heart rate zone.
Before beginning the activity, students determined their target heart rate zone
based on the Karvonen niathematical fornlula used to calculate the target heart rate zone.
Once students determined their target heart zone, they had a baseline from which to
compare subsequent readings. The heart rate readings provided the researcher with data
for frequency and intensity of physically activity necessary to influence reading
achievement.
To conduct a heart rate reading, students placed two fmgers from the opposite
hand on sensors located at the top of the watch. This movement caused the arm to cross
the front of the body, enabling the watch to calculate a heart rate reading. The watch
calculated the current heart rate. Although the watch is a valid electronic gauge,
individual heart rates are affected by age, gender, temperature, emotional stress, and
fatigue. Before using the heart-rate watch, each student calculated his or her minimum
and maximum heart-rate zone using his or her current age. The heart-rate calculation did
not take into consideration the temperature, emotional stress, or physical fatigue of the
student.

Procedures
The Palm Beach County School District Research Department approved the study
during the 2012-2013 school year. Parents or legal guardians of the potential student
participants were provided with written information about the study and written consent,
in accordance with the university's TRB and the school district's research department.

Additionally, parents were asked to provide the researcher with a signed statement that
their child has no condition that would prevent him or her from participating in physical
activity in 18 sessions over the course of 5 weeks.
Before beginning the pl~ysicalmovelnent intervention, students from both groups
took the FRR assessment. The assessments provided a baseline that allowed the
researcher to measure improvement, as reflected in posttest data. Specifically, the
researcher tracked the students' scores in the different areas of reading. During the
treatment, the researcher was not able to monitor or modify any student transfers between
classrooms and neighboring schools; the researcher expected the attrition rate among
students in both the control and treatment groups to be high.
Beginning March 4,2013, and ending April 20,2013, the 22 students in the
treatment group received 66 minutes per week (for a total of 18 sessions) of physical
movement intervention with a certified physical education teacher, using the X Box
Kinect gaming system and the game Kinect Sports, before beginning daily reading
instruction with a reading specialist. During each intervention session, each student
completed the physical activity simultaneously with a self-selected partner. Each partner
group had its own Kinect gaming system. After each physical activity session, the
students in the treatment group had 5 minutes of rest before beginning the remaining 27
minutes of reading instruction. Both the control group and the treatment group received
the same reading passages at different times during the day. The control group received
reading instmction from 10:53 a.m. to 1:12 p.m., during which time there was a lunch

period fiom 1150 a.m. to 12:20 p.m. At 1:12 p.m., students proceeded to their next
class. The treatment group received reading instruction from 2:09 p.m. to 3:53 p.m.
During each X Box Kinect session, the EKHO WMP-88 Heart-Rate monitor
continuously prescnted the heart-rate. The nionitor has an alarnl that sounds once the
heart rate is detected, and the current heart rate is displayed. The researcher recorded the
heart rate data before, during, after each use of the X Box Kinect. Before beginning each
X-box Kinect session, each participant used the monitor to determine his or her resting
heart rate. At the end of each session, the participant recorded his or her ending heart rate
on a form developed by both the researcher and the physical education teacher.
The use of a heart-rate monitor helped each student work at his or her proper physical
activity level designated by his or her individual target heart rate zone. During each
treatment, regular monitoring of each student's heart-rate provided an accurate
interpretation of physical activity level used during each treatment session.

Data Analysis
To protect the identity of each participant, each participant was assigned a code,
and the data was stored in a secure location, to which only the researcher has access.
SPSS was used for the statistical analysis of the pretest and posttest FRR data as well as
for the scores on the common assessment and for heart rate. For a participant's data to be
used, he or she was required to be present at 15 of the 18 sessions and have 90% class
attendance average. Due to potential student transfers between classroolns and
neighboring schools, the researcher expected the attrition rate among students in both the
control and treatment groups to be high. Additionally, frcquencies and related statistics

for demographic information was generated. The researcher used a t-test to address the
research questions.

Limitations
This study had certain limitations. The research was conducted over a 6-week
period; however, this was not sufficient time for the researcher to determine whether the
effect, if any, of physical activity on reading achievement would last over time.
Additionally, the sample size was small, and had the possibility of becoming smaller
through the attrition, which limits the generalizability of the findings. Further, for both
the treatment and control groups, the researcher delivered the reading instruction. The
researcher's experience, literacy training, and knowledge of the proposed reading
intervention resulted in subjectivity and a modified delivery of reading instruction.
There was the possibility that participants in either group could play the X Box
Kinect games at home. The participants kept a journal to record the number of hours and
games that they played outside of the school-based intervention. Additionally,
participants in both groups took part in reading tutorial services, which could have
affected the posttest results. For example, since control group participants made use of
such services, this decreased or closed the potential difference in scores between the
treatment and control groups.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS
This chapter presents the fmdings relevant to reading achievement, levels of text
complexity, the Florida Reading Ready Assessment (FRR), the Florida Conlprehensive
Assessment Test (FCAT), and the impact of the inclusion of physical activity, in the form
of Exergames, to improve overall reading achievement among sixth-grade students. The
chapter begins with a restatement of the research questions followed by a presentation of
the collected data and results. The Statistical Program for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
21.0 was used to code and analyze the data.

Research Questions
The results address the following research questions:
1. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve overall
reading achievement, as comprised of vocabulary, informational text, and
literary analysis?

2. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve reading
achievement as it pertains to levels of complexity?
3. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve reading
achievement as it pertains to type of text?

Participant Composition
The total number (A') of 39 participants had a demographic breakdown as follows:
69.2% HispanicILatino, 23.1% African Americaalack, and 7.7% Caucasian. As shown
in Table 2. overall, 97.4% of the participants qualified for a free or reduced-cost lunch
based on their socioeconomic status (SES). Additionally, some 20.1% of participants

were considered English language learners (ELL) and 19.5% of participants were
considered disabled and qualified for additional educational support (ESE). All
participants in both the treatment group and the control group were classified as level 1 in
reading, in accordance with their 201 1 FCAT assessment scores. All participants were
assigned to 100 minutes of uninterrupted reading instruction through a level 1 intensive
reading class.
Table 2
Participants ' Socio-Economic Status & Ethnicity
Does not Qualify
SES Race Total
African
American10
Black

I

N

0.0

0.0

0.0

9

Hispanic1
1 100.0
Latino

3.7

2.6

26

Total

2.6

2.6

38

1 100.0

I

Does Qualify
Race

Total

Total

N SES

Total

23.7 100.0

23.1 9

23.1 100.0 23.1

68.4

96.3

66.7 27

69.2 100.0 69.2

100.0

97.4

97.4 39

100.0 100.0 100.0

Control and treatment group. Table 3 displays the race and ethnic breakdown
by treatment versus control condition. A Pearson chi-square test indicated that the groups
~ .56.
did not differ by racelethnicity, X 2 (2) = 1 . 1 5 , =

Table 3

Demographics Treatment & Control Participants
-

Demographics
African American/Black
Caucasian
HispaniclLatino
Total

Total

Control or Treatment
Control
6
2

13
21

Treatment
3
1
14
18

9
3
27
39

Table 4 displays the educational classification by treatment versus control
condition. A Pearson chi-square test indicated that the groups did not differ by
educational classification, $ (2) = 6 . 0 4 , ~= .ll.
Table 4

Education ClassiJication

ESE & ELL
English Language Learner (ELL)
Exceptional Education Student (ESE)
Regular
Total

Control or Treatment
Control
Treatment
4
4
8
4
1
6
8
4
21
18

Total
8
12

7
12
39

There was a trend for more females in the control group and more males in the
treatment. Table 5 displays the gender classification by treatment versus control
condition. A Pearson chi-square test indicated a trend-level effect for gender differences

Table 5
Gender ClassiJication

Gender
Female
Male
Total

Control or Treatment
Control
Treatment
5
12
9
13
21
18

Total
17
22
39

Treatment group. The gender composition within the treatment group consisted
of 27.8% female participants and 72.2% male. Table 3 includes the demographic
breakdown of participants in the treatment group, of which 61.9% were HispanicILatino,
16.7% were African AmericadBlack, and 5.6% were Caucasian.
The treatment group consisted of 18 participants46.2% of the total participant
composition. As indicated in Table 4, the total treatment group had an educational
classification breakdown as follows: 33.3% exceptional education but not English
language learner (ELL), 22.2% exceptional student education (ESE) and ELL, 22.2%
ELL but not ESE, and 22.2% regular education students. Additionally, of the 46.2% of
participants that began the treatment on March 4,2013, 16.7% of participants assigned
to the treatment group were excluded from the final results once attendance data was
calculated.

Control group. The control group consisted of 21 participants, 53.8% of the total
participant composition. Table 3 includes the demographic breakdown of participants in
the control group: 61.9% were HispanicILatino, 28.6% were African AmericadBlack,
and 9.5% were Caucasiai~As shown in Table 4, the final control group had an

educational classification breakdown as follows: 38.1% English language learner, 38. f %
regular education, 19.9% exceptional student education and English language learner,
and 4.8% exceptional student education. Additionally, Table 5 shows both the gender
and educational breakdown within the control group; 70.6% of the control participants
were female and 40.9% were male. Participants in the treatment group used the Karoven
mathematical formula to calculate their target heart rate zone before using the heart-rate
watches. Each participant calculated his or her minimum and maximum heart rate zones
by using his or her current age and resting heart rate. Target heart rate zones varied by
student due to age and the number of beats required by each participant's heart at rest
(Hussey et al., 2007). The heart rate calculation did not take into consideration the
temperature, emotional stress, or physical fatigue of each participant. As shown in Table

6, the numbers of participants in the treatment group are identified by the count. The
minimum and maximum heart rate zones varied from 148 to 194 beats per minute. After
data for some participants were excluded because of attendance issues, the fmal number
of participants in the treatment group consisted of 14 participants.

Table 6
Target Heart-Rate Zone
Target

Count

Percent

Included Participants
Excluded Participants

Once participants assigned to the treatment group determined their target heart
zones, each participant had a baseline against which to compare subsequent readings for
data frequency and intensity of physical activity necessary to influence overall reading
achievement. The heart-rate watches monitored how often participants worked within
their target heart rate zones. As shown in Table 7, the underlined numbers indicate 7.8%
of participants assigned to the treatment group were able to consistently meet their target
average heart-rate zones.

Table 7
Average Heart-Rate Zone

Heart-Rate
Not
Measured
126
132
135
136
137
138
142
143
147
148
149
159
161
166
180
Total

Frequency
24

Percent
61.5%

39

100.0%

Cumulative Percent
61.5%

Summary of Analyses
The Florida Reading Ready (FRR) assessment was used to measure the reading
level and progress of both the treatment and nontreatment groups before and after the
intervention. The FRR assessment consisted of 55 questions related to both expository
and narrative text. The assessment included questions of varied cognitive complexity in
four reporting categories: vocabulary, reading application, literary analysis of fiction and
Lext. The number of ql~estionsibr each reporling categorj
nonfiction, and info~~national

include: 21 reading application, 13 questions for informational, 11 literary analysis of
fiction and nonfiction, and text 10 vocabulary (Florida Center for Reading Research
[FCRR], 2007).
At the culmination of the ~ntervention,part~c~pants
from both the treatment and
control groups completed the FRR postassessment. The results from the postassessment
administered on April 20,2013, were compared with the results from the preassessment
administered on March 4,2013. The comparisons between the two assessments
measured the increase or decrease in the number of participants, type of questions, and
overall reading achievement as measured by FRR. Additionally, the results of the FRR
were compared with the 2013 FCAT results.

Results for research question 1. Does integrating physical activity into the
reading curriculum improve overall reading achievement, as comprised of reading
application, vocabulary, informational text, and literary analysis?
As Tables 8-13 indicates, dunng the preassessment period, the total population
was comprised of 39 participants. Of those 39 participants, four students, 10.3 % of the
total participant sample, did not participate in the FRR preassessment. In the control
group, one student, comprising 4.8% of control participants, was not present for the
preassessment and in the treatment group, three students, comprising 16.7% of treatment
participants, were not present during the preassessment administered on March 4,2013.
After completing the intervention, participants from both the treatment and
control groups completed the FRR postassessment. Participants from both the treatment
and control groups were unavailable durlng tlie FRR postassessment O\~erall,17 9% of

the total participant population did not complete the postassessment. The postassessment
had an overall 7.6% increase in the number of students not present for the FRR
assessment at the end of the intervention. Of the 21 participants identified in the control
group, 5.1% did not complete the postassessment, and of the 18 participants of the
treatment group, 12.8% did not complete the postassessment. The control group had a
2.5% increase in percentage points for participants not accessible for the FRR
postassessment and the treatment group had a 5.1% increase in participants not accessible
for the FRR postassessment.
Table 8

Florida Reading Ready Pre- & Post-Data Comparison

N
Dependent
Variable
Covariate

Florida Reading
Post-Test
Florida Ready
Pre-Test

Minimum

Maximum

M

39

0

85

44.38

Std.
Deviation
23.854

39

0

87

37.46

22.685

As indicated in Table 8, irrespective of group, a covariance analysis indicated an
overall increase of approximately seven points between the pre- and postassessment
scores. Covariates appearing in the model are futed at value: 37.46 for the pretest.
Table 9

Treatment vs. Control on Florida Reading Ready Post-Assessment
Treatment or Control

Mean

Control
Treatment

53.52
33.72

-

Std.
m r
4.665
5.039

95% Wald Confidence Interval
&r
44.38
62.67
23.85
43.60
7

-

-

Displayed in Table 9, the control group performed significantly better than the
treatment group on the postassessment (Wald X2 (1) = 8.3 16, p = .004). AS displayed in
Table 10, the difference in the mean score is equal to 19.802 between participants in the
treatinent and control group. Parameter cstinlates includc the dependent variable: Florida
Reading Post-Assessment. The subscript a represents zero because the parameter is
redundant and subscript b indicates the maximum likelihood estimate.
Table 10

Florida Reading Ready Post-Assessment
Parameter

(Intercept)
controlTreatment
(Scale)

B

33.722
19.802
0"
456.996b

Std.

95% Wald
Confidence Interval
&r
U
X
JJ

5.0387
6.8666

23.847
6.343

43.598
33.260

103.4892

293.193

712.3 14

-

Hypothesis Test

Wald
Square
44.791
8.316

8 %
1
1

,000
.004

Participants with comparable data scored significantly below grade level on the

2012 FCAT. In 2012, the baseline data for all participants in both the treatment and the
control group equaled performance level 1 as measured by the FCAT. Noted in Table 11,
a covariance analysis of both the treatment and the control group showed participants had
an increase of approximately 11 points on the 2013 FCAT toward an overall performance
level increase.

Table 11
2012 vs. 2013 FCATData
N_

Depcndcnt
Variable
Covariate

Minimum

Maximum

M

Std.
~ ez i o n
-

20 13 FCAT

39

-15

36

11.87

12.1 10

2012 FCAT

39

0

1

.92

,270

On average, participants in the treatment group increased by 11.33 points whereas
participants in the control group increased by12.33 points. Table 12 shows no significant
statistical difference between the control group and the treatment group. Parameter
estimates include the dependent variable: 2013 FCAT point gain. The subscript a
represents zero because the parameter is redundant and subscript b indicates the
maximum likelihood estimate.
Table 12
2013 FCATPoint Gain

Parameter
(Intercept)
[PARTICIPANT=C ]
[PARTICIPANT=T ]
(Scale)

B

-

Std. Error

11.333
2.8150
1.OOO
3.8362
Oa
142.632~ 32.2999

95% Wald Confidence Interval

Lower

ugJ&r

5.816
-6.519

16.851
8.5 19

9 1.508

222.320

In Table 13, the difference in the mean score is equal to 1.000 point between
participants in the control group versus participants in the treatment group.

Table 13

2013 FCAT Comparison Gains
Treatment or Control
Control
Treatment

12.33
11.33

Std.
m r
2.606
2.815

95% Wald Confidence Interval

Lower
7.23
5.82

UE

-

17.44
- 16.85

Results for research questiori 2. "Does integrating physical activity into the
reading curriculum improve reading achievement as it pertains to levels of complexity?"
cannot be answered. The FRR and FCAT included questions of varied cognitive
complexity in four reporting categories: vocabulary, reading application, literary analysis
of fiction and nonfiction, and informational text. There is no available data for cognitive
complexity by questions.
Results for research question 3. Does integrating physical activity into the
reading curriculum improve reading achievement as it pertains to type of text?
The FRR assessment contained 13 questions for informational text and 11 literary
analysis questions (see Table 14-18), comprising over half of the assessment with a total
of 24 questions (Florida Center for Reading Research [FCRR], 2007). Overall, 17.9% of
the total participant population did not complete the postassessment administered on
April 20, 2013. The postassessment had an overall 7.6% increase in the number of
students not present for the FRR assessment at the end of the intervention. Of the 2 1
participants identified in the control group, 5.1% did not complete the postassessment,
and of the 18 participants in the treatment group, 12.8% did not complete the
postassess~nentadiiiinistcrcd on Api-il 20,2013. Tilc control group had a 2.5% incrcase

- .

in percentage points for participants not accessible for the FRR postassessment and the
treatment group had a 5.1% increase in participants not accessible for the FRR
postassessment.
As shown in Table 14, the dependent variable is the total number of infonnalio~ial
questions correct. On average, participants in the treatment group answered 5.73 of
informational text questions correctly and participants from the control group answered
8.56 of informational text questions correctly on the postassessment.
Table 14
Informational Text Questions Post-Assessment
Treatment or Control
Control
Treatment
Total

Mean

N

Std. Deviation
1.617
1.849
2.181

8.56
5.73
7.48

18
11
29

Indicated by Table 15, irrespective of group, a covariance analysis indicated an
overall decrease of approximately 1 point between the pre- and postassessment scores of
informational text questions.
Table 15
Infornational Text Question Comparisons Pre-/Post-Assessment
N
-

Minimum

Maximum

M

Std.

Dependent
Variable

Total
Number of
Questions
Correct

29

4

12

7.48

Deviation
2.181

Covariate

Prelnfonnational
Correct

29

2

13

6.55

3.007

Displayed in Table 16, on average participants in the treatment group answered
4.36 literary analysis questions correctly and participants in the control group answered
6.33 literary analysis questions correctly on the postassessment. The dependent variable
is the total number of literary questions answered correctly
Table 16
Literary Text Questions Post-Assessment

Treatment or Control
Control
Treatment
Total

Mean

Std. Deviation
2.223
1.804
2.260

6.33
4.36
5.59

11
29

As indicated by Table 17, the dependent variable is the total number of preliterary
analysis questions correct on the postassessment. Irrespective of group, a covariance
analysis indicated an overall increase of approximately 1 point between the pre- and
postassessment scores.
Table 17
Literary Question Comparisons Pre-/Post-Assessment

N
Dependent
Variable
Covariate

Questions
Correct
PreLiterary
Analysis
Correct

Minimum

29

1

29

0

Maximum

M

Std.

As depicted in Table 18, on average, participants in the control group responded
correctly to approximately two more questions when compared to participants in the

treatment group. The dependent variable is the total of number of questions correct. The
subscript a represents zero because the parameter is redundant and subscript b indicates
the maximum likelihood estimate.
Table 1 S
Literary Question Comparisons Point Gain Pre-/Post-Assessment

Parameter

B

-

Std. Error

95% Wald Confidence Interval

(Intercept)
Control
Treatment

Summary of Results

Although the treatment and control group did not differ significantly in
demographic data, the number of participants in the treatment group outnumbered the
participants in the control group. Participants from both groups had an overall increase
between the pre- and post-Florida Ready Reading assessment. An analysis of both
groups revealed participants from the control group outperformed the treatment group on
the postassessment when adjusting for preassessment scores. Overall, both groups
experienced increased scores on the FRR and FCAT assessment. Participants from the
control group outperformed the treatment group on the FCAT assessment.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter presents the conclusions relevant to reading achievement as
ineasured by the Florida Reading Ready Assessment (FRR), thc Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test (FCAT), and the impact of the inclusion of physical activity, in the form
of Exergames, on overall reading achievement among sixth-grade students. The chapter
begins with a restatement of the research questions followed by a presentation of data
results, discussion, implications for practice, and recommendations.
Purpose of the Study
The available instructional methods for reading teachers neglect to consider
research that shows the positive effect of brain stimulation, brought about by physical
activity inducing technology, on reading achievement. Regular participation in physical
activity, through the use of video games, may produce a positive impact on the
developmental outcomes of students, ranging from improved cognition to physical health
(Best, 2010; Russell & Newton, 2008). In efforts to improve reading achievement among
struggling readers, the need for a research study that determines the connection between
physical activity and reading instruction may provide evidence for a more effective
reading intervention for struggling readers. Thus, the purpose of the study was to
investigate the effects of physical activity through the use of Exergames on reading
achievement of middle school students.

Summary of Results

The results addressed the following research questions:

1. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve overall
reading achievement, as comprised of vocabula~y,infortnational text, and literary
analysis?
2. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve reading

achievement as it pertains to levels of complexity? (Note: The available data does
not address this research question)
3. Does integrating physical activity into the reading curriculum improve reading

achievement as it pertains to type of text?
In order to address these research questions, participants in the treatment group
completed a 6-week intervention, which incorporated physical activity in the reading
curriculum, through the use of Exergames under the supervision of a reading specialist
and physical education educator. After completing the intervention, participants
completed a classroom postassessment followed by the state assessment. The data were
collected and then coded using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
Coded data from the treatment group was compared to coded data collected from a
control group.

Conclusions related to research question 1. The data from a covariance
analysis indicated that irrespective of group, participants experienced an overall increase
of approximately seven points between the pre- and postassessment scores on the FRR.
Final scores fi-om the FRR indicated the control group perfonned significantly better than

the treatment group on the postassessment. Due to limitations of this study, such as
sample size and time period, the data analyzed in research question 1 does not provide the
researcher with ample evidence to conclude the impact of physical activity on classroom
rcading assessillents administered as an intervention for struggling adolescent readers.
Before treatment began, all participants were assigned to intensive reading classes
because of state-mandated test scores from the previous year. In 2012, each participant's
final state reading score resulted in a level 1 on the FCAT. Final scores from the 2013
FCAT indicated that the control group performed significantly better than the treatment
group on the postassessment. A covariance analysis of both the treatment and the control
group showed participants in the treatment group increased approximately 11 points on
the 2013 FCAT. Participants in the control group increased approximately 12 points on
the 2013 FCAT. Due to limitations of this study, such as sample size and time period, the
data analyzed in research question 1 does not provide the researcher with sufficient
information to determine the impact of physical activity on the Florida state administered
reading assessment, as an intervention for struggling adolescent readers.

Conclusions related to research question 2. Although the FRR and FCAT
included questions of varied cognitive complexity in four reporting categoriesvocabulary, reading application, literary analysis of fiction and nonfiction, and
informational text-there

is no accessible FRR and FCAT data as it pertains to levels of

cognitive complexity by questions. The complexity levels include low, moderate, and
high complexity. When answering test questions with varying text complexities, the
itcms ]nay range fi.01~1
low complexity, which ]nay require students to complete one step

in order to answer the question correctly, to high level complexity questions, which
require students to analyze and synthesize information (FLDOE, 2012a). This research
question cannot be answered.
-Conclusions related to researcl~question 3. Info~inationaltext and literary
analysis questions comprised over half of the FRR assessment with a total of 24
questions, 13 questions for informational text and 11 literary analysis questions (Florida
Center for Reading Research [FCRR], 2007). After completion of the 6-week
intervention, a covariance analysis indicated irrespective of group, all participants
experienced an overall increase of approximately 1 point between the pre- and
postassessment scores when responding to literary analysis questions.
After a data analysis irrespective of group, participants experienced an overall
decrease between the pre- and post-FRR assessment when responding to informational
text questions. Upon completion of the 6-week intervention, the control group
outperformed the treatment group when responding to informational text questions. Due
to limitations of this study such as sample size and time period, the data analyzed in
research question 3 does not provide the researcher with sufficient information to
conclude that the impact of physical activity on classroom and state administered
assessments is an effective intervention for struggling adolescent readers.

Discussion of Results
The data presented in research questions 1 and 2 do not show the need to reduce
or increase academic time as a means to improve reading achievement among struggling
readers in sixth grade. Under Florida Statute $1003.455 (201 0). when students pcrfo~m

significantly below the state reading proficiency level, they are enrolled in mandatory
remedial reading courses and automatically lose access to required physical education
classes.
Treatment group. Data results for reseal-ch question 1 from participants in the

treatment group revealed after the completion of the 6-week intervention, participants
outperformed their preassessment score and an increased in their overall reading
achievement on the FCAT. Previous research demonstrates that students enrolled in
physical education programs during the school day not only exhibit both excellent fine
motor skills and fitness levels, but also perfom better academically, in addition to
showing signs of a better attitude towards school (Jensen, 2005).

Control group. As with the treatment group, results for research question1 from
participants in the control group revealed that those who did not participate in the
physical activity intervention experienced an increase in their overall reading
achievement. Such results show the need for additional data collection and comparison
between the treatment and the control group. To determine if an increase in reading
achievement results from the implementation of Exergames as an intervention for
struggling readers, additional data collection is required.

Comparison of results. Data results compared between the treatment group and
the control group indicated more research is needed to determine the impact of physical
activity as a reading intervention for struggling readers. In most cases, results
demonstrated both groups outperformed their preassessment scores. Additionally, results
indicated the control group outperfo~medthe treatment gi-oup.

Discussion of research question 2. Results for research question 2 were not
available for research. Without accessible data regarding the cognitive text complexity
by question, the researcher is unable to measure the impact of physical activity through
the use of Exergaines by question. The categories include low, ~i~oderate,
and high
complexity, ranging from students completing one-step, multiple steps, and eventually
requiring participants to answer questions by analyzing and synthesizing information
from a passage (FLDOE, 2012a).

Discussion of research question 3. Results from research question 3
demonstrated when working with struggling adolescent readers responding to literary text
questions, including physical activity as part of an integrated reading curriculum did not
hinder reading achievement. Including physical activity did not impede the student's
ability to learn through the reduction of instructional time. Almost every school requires
students to take some form of physical activity before graduating from high school;
however, due to high-stakes testing, many schools do not provide time during the school
day for instruction involving physical education (McMurrer, 2008). The use of physical
activity encourages students to become actively involved in the learning process, which
leads to an increased understanding of academic material (Cone et al., 1998; Russell &
Newton, 2008). Participants in the treatment group outperformed their preassessment
scores. Additionally, participants from the control group outperformed both their
preassessment scores and the scores of participants from the treatment group. More
research is required to determine the impact of physical activity when analyzing the
inlpact of physical activity 011 literary text questions. For example, fi~ttireresearch should

include more quantitative research questions, which record the frequency between
physical activity and literary text questions during the intervention.
Results from research question 3 demonstrated when working with struggling
adolescent readers responding to informational text questions, including physical activity
as part of an integrated reading curriculum did not support an increase in academic
achievement. Participants in the treatment group did not outperform their preassessment
scores. Additionally, participants from the control group did not outperform their
preassessment scores. More research is required to determine the impact of physical
activity when analyzing the impact of informational text questions.

Implications for Practice
Research from this study and future studies may be used to more effectively
communicate with different stakeholders within and across organizational boundaries.
As noted by Jensen (2005),evidence of the relationship between reading achievement
and the use of physical activity as an effective instructional strategy has been established
by other researchers (p. 63). This dissertation will help scholars and researchers in the
field of educational technology, reading instruction, and physical education impact
educational practices and policies at the state and local levels. Such research can aid in
the development of sophisticated cross-curriculum models that include physical activity,
Exergames, and reading instruction. Developing reading intervention curriculums that
include Exergames may motivate struggling readers to read outside of the regular school
day. For example, students participating in Exergames during the school day may seek
additional gaming information in an atten~ptto outperform their pccrs This may incl~lcle

Internet searches and seeking informational support from the game manual. Students
identified as struggling readers are placed in remedial reading classes, which can
decrease their motivation to learn (Donaldson & Halsey, 2007).
An increase in student motivation provides struggling students with opportunities
to perform at the optimal learning levels (Allington, 2009; Marchand-Martella et al.,
2013). The implementation and regulation of effective physical education practices may
contribute to an increase in reading achievement anlong sh~dentsnot experiencing
success in a traditional reading setting. By enhancing academic instruction through
physical activity, which motivates"and captures student's interest, practitioners will
increase student achievement (Cone et al., 1998). With the expertise of a physical
education teacher and a reading specialist, Exergames can be combined with the reading
curriculum to increase reading achievement at the middle school level.

Limitations
This research has several limitations that impact the generalizability of the
findings to students of other grade levels, ages, or types of reading intervention classes.
Only students between the ages of 11 and 13, from two level-1 intensive reading classes
participated in this study. Along with the small sample size, all data was collected by the
researcher during a 6-week period, an insufficient duration for the researcher to
determine whether the effect of physical activity on reading achievement would last over
time. Many physical activity interventions range from 6 months to an entire year.
Additionally, the researcher's role as the lead teacher during the study may significantly
underestimate the level of teacher nlotivation and preparation time outside of the regular

school needed for a reading intervention to be successful that includes Exergames. The
knowledge of the researcher as a reading specialist with multiple degrees and
certifications in reading may exceed the knowledge of a reading teacher.
Along with the possibility of this subjectivity, this research contained no
additional data such as participants' perceptions and satisfaction with the implemented
intervention. The data did not include parental perceptions and satisfaction with the
implemented intervention. The research study did not include the educational goals for
the ESE and ELL students. The research did not determine if participants with specific
educational goals met or exceeded their reading ability. In addition, during reading
instruction, the researcher did not collect or document data on the instructional strategies
used during reading instruction.

Recommendations for Future Research
There are several suggestions for further research that can be generated from the
results of this study. A similar study could seek to identify the impact of physical activity
on reading achievement through the comparison of Exergames and traditional methods of
physical activity. The use of physical activity encourages students to become actively
involved in the learning process, which leads to an increased understanding of academic
material (Cone et al., 1998; Russell & Newton, 2008). A study focusing on a comparison
between Exergames and traditional methods of physical activity would allow for a deeper
understanding of the most effective methods when infusing physical activity into a
reading cuniculum. Different from traditional methods of physical activity and exercise,

Exergames provide immediate enjoyment and motivational incentives for user (Russell &
Newton, 2008).
For example, the control group would receive an intervention that includes a more
traditional approach to physical activity ant1 tlic treatment group wo~tldrecerve physical
activity through the use of Exergames. Some researchers suggest that Exergames may
not provide participants with the same cognitive benefits as traditional physical activity
(O'Leary et al., 201 1). There is limited research on the use of interactive video games in
physical education (Trout & Christie, 2007). Such an approach would allow the
researcher to account for specific variables that may impact a study focusing on physical
activity through the use of Exergames. These variables include time of day, teacher
quality, instructicnal practices, and pedagogical knowledge.
While teacher quality and pedagogical knowledge were not related confounders to
this study, other research has noted the impact of both variables on student learning.
Effective reading teachers have extensive subject area knowledge, supported by effective
teaching strategies that provide quality instruction, which improves achievement among
all students, including struggling readers (Allington, 2009; Helf & Cooke, 201 1). In
addition, monitoring for the implementation of effective reading strategies would allow
the researcher to gain specific insight into the overall impact of physical activity through
the use of Exergames when paired with reading instruction.
Attempts were made in this dissertation to add a deeper understanding to the
necessary levels of physical activity which must be exerted by adolescents, in order to
impact reading achievement. The relationship betwecn an individual's heart rate and

oxygen consumption supports the validity of using heart rate monitoring tools when
assessing physical activity in the school setting (Chaddock et al., 201 1; Hussey et al.,
2007; Janz et al., 1992; Lee & Gorelick, 201 1). Increasing the flow of oxygen to the
brain supports the various fi~nctionsof the brain and the brain's ability to learn new
information (Jensen, 2005). In the past studies, researchers used heart rate monitoring to
determine intensity levels of physical activity in children (Hussey et al., 2007). During
this study, the researcher used heart rate monitors to determine the intensity levels
exerted during physical activity, but data could be improved by monitoring the
participants' heart rate throughout the entire school day, in addition to each physical
activity session. The use of accelerometers would provide a more direct approach to
assessing physical activity during the school day. In addition, the monitoring period must
extend beyond the 6-week period used for this dissertation.
During this dissertation, the researcher was unable to monitor the overall impact
physical activity has on a student's life. Another approach for future studies regarding
physical activity may include the use of more specific research questions that address
physical activity conditions both during and after the school day. For example, new
research questions should address the possible increase and decrease of physical activity
among students after beginning a physical activity intervention.
Students in middle school and beyond must be prepared to comprehend a variety
of genres and different text complexity levels when they enter new grade levels
(Marchand-Martella et al., 2013). Another potential for extending research similar to the
study conducted in this dissertation includes using a pre- and postassessment which

provides accessible data for measuring the varying cognitive complexity levels of each
question. This could be used to further explore the relationship between physical activity
through the use of Exergames and reading achievement among struggling adolescent
readers. Hy including erfective physical activity, participating st~~dents
experience an
improved academic performance, physical health, and self-esteem (Russell & Newton,
2008).

Summary
Research focusing on new methods to help struggling adolescent readers will help
policy makers support more nontraditional instructional methods. There is no clear
evidence supporting the need for more academic time and less physical activity as a
solction for improving academic achievement (Coe et al., 2006). Increasing physical
activity is a way to increase the blood flow of oxygen to the brain. Physical activity can
increase learning and enhance motivation (Jensen, 2005). When educators create an
engaging and motivating learning environment, teachers are able to provide students with
quality instruction while using effective instructional methods (Marchand-Martella et al.,
2013; You, 201 1). One method that not only motivates, but captures students' interest is
to enhance instruction by incorporating physical activity; including physical activity may
cause an increase in student achievement (Cone et al., 1998).
Far too little attention focuses on the connection between physical activity
through Exergames and reading achievement. There is limited research on the required
levels of intensity for physical activity through the use of Exergames necessary to impact
rcatling achieve~iicntin adolescent readers, and, as such, this is an area worthy of

investigation. The goal of this study was to extend the accessible research regarding
regular participation in physical activity through the use of Exergames to explore a
unique approach to reading instruction provided to struggling adolescent readers. The
results from the accessible data suggest that each research question was met with success.
Practitioners can use these results to not only compare current instructional methods, but
also as a way to encourage success among struggling adolescent readers through the use
of physical activity which includes the use of Exergames.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
ELL Levels
Litemw Level 1 represents lrttle to ltmlted abtltty to reed and wnte rn any language
Lttemcv Level 2 represents lrmtted to exrensive ablltty to read and wnte rn at least one
Ianquage at the fieg~nningoral profictency level
Literri~
Level
~ 3 repiesents an exter~stveahrlity to lead crnd write In Eng'tsh
Ltteracv Level 4 represents a readtng and wrrt~nglevel rn Englrsh that meets the approprrate
grnde-level student progresslion requtrements for all puprls
Each student's ELL Plan addresses therr program eligib~lrty,tnst~cbonalseMng, rnstmctronal
focus and adequate progress Teachers must fill out the ELL Plan for each of therr actrve ELL
students upon entfy to the ESOL program, wth a mld-year review, and contrnue th~severy
year aIter as long as the student ts In the ESOL program Thls plan 1s srgned and dated by
the student's EngltshiLanguage Arts teacher twice yearly ((gnor to Vle October and Febnrary
FTE surveys). The teachet checks off the ELL students' program strand (sheltered ot
support) and checks the box that appropnately ~dentrfiesthe oratilttewcy level as defined In
the ELDC The approprtate stlategtes and mstructronal sett~ngsvtrll be provrded for students
based on their ora1:ltteracy level on the ELL Plan

12a) What procedures are used to ensure that the Student ELL Plans are updated to reflect a
student's current servrces? List the title of the person responstbie and provtde lrnk to the
Student ELL Plan form, as approprrate
To ensure the ELL plan dates are updated, data checks are performed by schoalbased ESOL cmrdtnators~contacts, area €SOL resource teachers district ESOL
coordrnators and the ESOL compliance spec~alrstReports are generated for each school and
revrewed for current ELL plan dates twrce yearly (prtor to FTE)
http N v m ~almbeachk 12 R usiRecordsiPDFll649~ d f
13) Parent Notification
tndtcate the process that has been rmplemented to notrfy pnrentsfguardians of the placement
of the ELL in the ESOL program.
Standard letter used by all schools tn a language the parents:guardmns ttndentand,
unless clearly not feas~ble
f h t t ~~~www
~almbeachk 12 fl usiRecords~PDFrlS1
t pdf)
Indrv~duafcummun~cattonm a language the parentslguardians understand, unless clearly
not feastble
Other (Specify)
1Sa) L~stthe languages used tn the Parent Notificatron Letters (check all that apply)

q Englrsh
WSpanrsh
UFrench
HHatt~an
Creole
mPortuguese
n\/retnamese
Other (Specify)

District ELL Plan 2008-2011

Appendix B
FCAT Achievement Levels

Achlevement Levels
Achievement Levels describe the success a student has achiewd with the content assessed. Acl,ievement Levels
range from 1to 5, with Level 1being the lowest and Level 5 being the highest. To be considered on grade level,
students must achieve Level 3 or higher. Level 3 indicates satisfactory perfomlance.
The following Achievement Level Policy Definitions apply t o FCAT 2.0 Reading and Mathematics:

Level 5

Students at this level dernonrtrate mastery of the most challenging content of the N e n
Genemrlcn Sunshine Stme Srondrrrdr.

Level 4

Students a t this level demonstmte a n above satirfactory level of success with the challenging
content of the Next Generotion Sunshine Stare Standards.

Level 3

Students at this level demonstrate a satisfactory level of success with the challengin~content of
the Next Gmerotiar, SurzrhineState Standards.

Level 2

Studentr a t this level dprnondrate a below satisfactory level of success with the challenging
content of the Next Generation Sunshine Store Jtandords.

Level 1

Students a t this level demonstrate an inadequate level of success with the challenging content of
the Next Gmerotio,, Sorrrhine StoteStnndor3.

Tables 1and 2 list the Achlsvement Levels for FCAT 2.0 Reading dnd Mathematics Developmental Scale Scores
(DSS], by grade level.
Table 1:Achievement Levels for the
FCAT 2.0 Reading Developmentaf Scale Scorer (140t o 302)

Table 2: Achievement Levelsfor the
FCAT 2.0 Mathematics Developmentst Scale Scores (140 t o 298)

U,zderstaz~dir~g
FOLT2.0 Reitaw301?

i6
1

Appendix C
Permission To Use Florida Ready Post Test
The School District o f Palm Beach County Mail - RE: Customer's comments

Page 1 o f 2

Christina Phillipsc

RE: Customer's comments
2 messages

-

.
-- .-.-,-

.. .
..

-.-.

.. .. .

..

.

-

--- -Tue, Mar 12, 2013 at 12:Ol PM

To:
Cc:
Dear Ms. PhiliipsThank you so much for your interest in Florida Ready. You do have our permission to use the Post Test in
your experiment and in yoiir findings.
Your experiment sounds very interesting--we'd love to get a copy of your results once they're available
Best,
Danieile

Danieile Buczek I Product Marketing Director, Ready, Reading and Math
Curriculum Associates

1

http:liwww.CuriicuiumAssociates.com

>--Original Message-->From: Web Comments [mailto
> Sent: Monday, March 11,2013 8:35AM
> To: Arlene Zousoumas: Victoria OLearv
> Cc: Sandy Batista
> Subject: Customer's comments
> First Name: Christina

s Last Name: Phillips
s JobTitle: Specialist. Remedial Reading
> School:
r Address:
>City:
> State: FL
> Zip:
>Country: US
> Emaii:
>Phone:
>Comments about: Other
> Produt name:
z Comments: As a Reading Specialist, I am very impressed with your product.
z This is the best product going as it relates to commercial products for
> 6th grade FCAT 2.0. Subsequently, i am asking your permission to use
> your 6th grade Postlest for a little "xperimen? i am using at Middle School.
>We are infusing a reading curriculum with physical education, due to
z the quality of your pre and pasttest, I would like to use your Posttest
> as part of the experiment.
>The test will not be altered in any form and Curriculum Associates will

Appendix D
Florida Ready Post Test

Read the magazine article "Swarm Intelligence" before answering Numbers 1 through 9

~

-

INmLll&lGB
NcB
by Pauline S ~ l i e r

Tdook up the word intelligence in the clictionary.
You'll see that it means "able to learn anti apply
what is learned to other information." 13u&ini
are intelligent. They can learn, and they can use
what they learn to make the world a better place.
We may not all be geniuses like Thomas Jefferson
or I..eonardo da Vmci. Our acctnnplislunents may
not improve the world in some dramatic way.
Ifowever, we do try to use our heads. Anti for the
most part, we are successful.
Are othcr creatures intelligent? Many people
think h e i r pets are intelligent because they can
obey commands and learn tricks. For instance,
some pets help people who have physical
prt)blerns-such as thc loss of sight or the use of a
limnb--to live full, active lives. OUler pets have
been called heroes for saving their owners from
fires and other dangerous situations. Surely, these
animals display some level of intelligence.
Is it possible that creatures evenas small as ants
and termites also have intelligence?If you are
about to answer "absolutely not," it might be
because you don't have all the facts.
Now, no one is saying that ants or termites have
brains like you and I have, or that there is an
Einstein living in an anthill in your backyard.
However, scientists do believe that social insects
that live in groups demonstrdte a kind of swarm
intelligence.

According to scientists, swarm intelligence is
the group behavior that is displayed by
individuals responding to what is hal~pening
around them without being shown what to do.
I:oi,cc!xample,imagine that a group of ants needs
t o ~ efrom
i
a dangling leaf Lo a tree b1:ancli. All
the ants 1.vil1 pitchin to iorrn ti brirlgc so that i11i:
ants can get to the branch. The individual ants
aren't thinking, "Tlus is what 1have to do, so T'll
do it." There isn't a boss giving them orders or
showing them what to do?. But they all understand
what the goal is. Then they work together to
achieve that goal for the good of the whole group.
Tcnnites also demonsirate swarm intelligence.
'Eerniites, which look like ants and are so~neiimr!s
called "white ants," live in colonies.They eat
wood and other plant fibers.
Termites that live in tropical environmnents
build mounds, or towers, that can reach 15 feet
high. l k s e mounds are complex structures. They
have compartments for food, housing, ancl safety
from oLhcr creatures. Tl~ereis no head tcrmite
showing the individtial tcrmjtes what to do or
how to amstruct the tower,s.Like thc ants, they
just senn Lo know what to do.
Other animals also exhibit swarm intelligence.
These include naked mole rats and pistol shrimp.
Sucli creatures live in a society. They work
together as a group to preserve and protect their
socieijes.
Today, researchers have developed ways to
apply the theory of swal,ln intelligmce to
computer science, medicine, and other fieicls. To
improve their delivery I.o~~tes,
some businrsscs
have studied how ants hulit for food.Onc
compaily has improved the way airplanes arrive
and depart, based on ant behavior. The swarmintelligence theory has even helped
communication, by making telephone calls go
laster on networks. So, although ants and tcrmites
don't have anything to learn from humans, it
seems that humans arc intelligent enough to
know there is a lot to learn from them.

Post Tcst
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Now answer Numbers 1through 9 on your Answer Fom on page 163. Base your answers on the
magazine article "Swarm Intelligence."

@ The ituthot. nsed the title "Swarm Intelligence" because
A. a nPst of tcnnites Is srnartcr Uisn one human being.
R.
swann of bees is the most intelligent kind of insect.
C. people who live and work alone tend to be very intelligent.
D. insects that live in groups work together without being shown what lo do

@

Based on infocn~ationin the article, whiclx of the following statements about w a r m intellige~lccis
nost accurate?

E.

Termites are smarter than ants.

C.. Only humans display swarm intelligence.
H. Bees that live in a hive lack swarm intclligence.
I. Srva~msof ants accomplish tasks by doing things together.

@

The information in the article would be most

A.

useful for a student's ~cicnreproject aboul

ants in an ant colony.

R. the life span of a tcrmite.
C. pets that have saved people's lives.
D. the farming accomplishnients of Thomas Jefferson.

@

Which of these is a result of swarm inteUigence?

F.

'l8.
*

a fox den
G. a bee hive
H. a birdnest

~1

I.

2 @

With which statement would the author of the article most likely ayee?

ti

Xg.

a doghouse

8

A.

e
B
.Z

B. Humans in anwded cities live like ants and termites.

S

Scientists do not believe in swarm intelligence.

C. Different t p e s of animals exhibit s w a m intelligence.
D. Humans have nothing to learn from studying ants and termites.
Post Tcst

@ The author's main reason for writing "Swarm Intelligence" was
E to explain which creatures livc in groups.
G , to intorm readers about s w a m intelligeuce.
H. to entertain readers wit11 stories about swarm$.
to persuade~.codcvsto stt~dythe intclligencc of ants and It:rn~ites
I,

Read [hissentence horn the a1tule

Our accomplishments may irat improve the world in some dramatic way.
rile phrase in some dminntic way is most similar in meaning to the phrase

A. in a way lhat stands out
B, ma way that 1s very unusual
C. m a way that wdl be furgotten
D. m a way illat e srnular to a play

0 'How does the author organize tlxe idormation in [hisarticle?
F.
G.
H.
I.

She provides exaniples of vnimals that exhibii swilrm intelligence.
She places thenames of animals that exhibit s w a m intelligence in lists.
She explains how the behavior of ants and termites is different from otl@ranimals.
She arranges details about animals that exhibit sn7armintelligence in order of importance.

According lo the article, studying s w a m intelJigmce could possibl~rhelp hun~ans

A.
B.
C.
U.

create faster airplanes.
build stronger bridges.
findbctter delivery routes,
overcome physjcd problcnu.
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Read the story "Everybody Has a Secret" before answeiing Numbers 1 0 through 18.

Everybody Has a

I

Secret
by Evelyn Woolf

Nathan opened his mouth to takc the firs1bite of his tuna-and-avocado sandwich, made with
homeniade rye bread lie had baked himself.
"So what's your secret?" Ali asked abruptly.
"What?" Nathan asked as liis sandwich remained suspcrldcd in front of hini like a balloon.
" h n ' t mind hu; Mike %id, 'Iliecscompletely harmless, as long as you cooperate with her fully and
pass the lie detector test."
Ignoring Mike's sarcasm', Ali persisted. Once again, she asked Nathan, "What's your secret?"
I<eluctantly,Nathan put his sandwich down on the cafeteiia table beside his carton of milk. "I don't
have a secret:' he said somewhat defensively, "and if I did, why would I tcll someone I had just met?"
Gina chuckled. "You may want to rethink hanging out with tile three of us tlien," she said. "Theve are
lots of great kids at our school, bul none of them is as wcird as Ali."
Nathan smiled, picked up his sandwich from tiic table, and lifted it toward his mouth. Without
skipping a beat, Ali gave Wathan a better fxplanation. "I'm not talking about the kind of secrets you tell
people in confidence and then make them swear not to tell," she said. "I'm talking abont the secrets of
our inner selvcs."
Gin3 was right, Nathan thought, Ali is weird. But he pill his sandwich down again without taking a
bite. :?is stomach growled,his head ached, and his sandwich was getting stale. Nathan glanced at the
huge clock on the wall. At this rate, it looked as if heti be going back to class hungry, so he might as
well figure out what she was talking about. Then he might have time to bolt down his lunch before
math class.
"Okay, 1 give in," he said, surrcnderiiig to Ni's demand.
Gina and Mike rolled their eyes, but Ali was clearly ddighled. "See," she said, "it's lilcc! this. We're all
something on the outside-good student, basketball player, band member-but we're also something on
the inside, which we don't show to pcople. Our secret may bc! something we want to bc when we grow
up
or some goal we'd like to achieve. Sometimcs we are awarc of o u secret;
~
however, sometimes we
ti
8 aren't. Want to know what Mike's sccrct is?"
Mike interrupted Ali. "Nathan, you should know that Ali has Liriven us all a little lints with this
8 wacky theory of hers. Initially, I was skeptical and only humored.her so she'd leave me alone-but it
turns out she was right alter all:'
,
Nathan was intrigued. "So tell me Mike's secret:' he said.
"Mike wants to create sound effects for movies and television," Ali said. "Want to know how we
unearthed his secret?"
g
"Sure," Nathan said curiously.
"'W
' el,
whenever we would be watching TV and a commercial would come on, he'd turn down the
sound and tlien make his own sound effects to go with the commercial. Ilc can produce all kinds of
3 realistic noises by using his voice or just about any common object found around the house, including
5 garbage cans, books, bottles, and rocks."
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ssrcasrn: a witty saying or sayings that oitw include irony
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Nathan srnlled politely "Intereshng story," he s a d hrmly "But w ~ t hme, what you see 1s what
you xct "
"Uh, oh'" M ~ k said
e
s
'You've just thrown down a challenge," Glna s a d gleefully "She'll hound you until shr f ~ u r eout
your secret, so yc~1'dbetter rnake one up or face the co~~sequences."
Ali made a face at her friends and said confidently, "I would know if his secret were made up. Nathan
may think he doesn't have a secret, but he docs, nrtd I'm going to help him figure it oi~t."
After eating lunch at the same table with Nathan for a few weeks, Ali figiirpd O L I his
~ secret. By then,
Ali, Nathan, and the others had all become good friends. OnTuesday, Ali, Efike, Gina, and Nathan were
in the cafeteria when Ali announced that she knew Natl~a's secret. Before she said anything out loud,
though, she slipped
Nathan a piece of paper. When lie read what Ali had written on it, he nodded and
..
startid tu laugl~
"You can tell them," he said enlhusldstlcally
"1 lave any of you notlced what Nathan bnngs for lunch' He never has juqt a plarn old sandwsch," she
said. "It hasbeen rliy observation that he usually brings santtwichs with fresh herbs and exotic cheeses
or green salads sprinkled with slivered nuts and dried cranberries. And did you know that he fixes his
o& lunch every day, unlike the rest of us who rely on our family members to make our lunch? Oh, and
how about all of those cooking programs that he watches on television? By carefully observing what
Nathan does and by listening to what he talks about, I figur~rlout that Nathan's secret is his passion
for
.
. hod''
.. ..~

Narhan shrup,ge~l1iesit;iirllv "I d.) love experilnenring with iliifcrcnr combinori~nboi foods." 11c s.iid.
"Sometimes the results arc srrange, but ir', fun. Wllo knows? M.lvbc I'll be a chef, a restaurant ownrr, or
a food cralc some day"
Suddenly All became distracted by Tanya, the new studmt, who was walking by wslh a palr of
binoculars dangltng from her backpack "Oh, I wonder what her sccrel 1s .," All s a d thouglltf~llly
Wavtng her hand to get Tanya's attention, All innted Tanya to sft at t l ~ e table
~r
Look~ngat each other knowmgly, Gma, Mae, and Nathan sad, "Ele~ewe go again'"

Po5r Test
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Now answer Numbers 10 through 18 018 your Answer Form on page 1G3. Base your answexs a n the Story
"Everybody Bas a Secret"

(B Read this excerpt from the story
Reluctantly, Nathan pulllls 5aildw1chdown or, tlir cafetetintable beside 11,s carton ol
milk. aI don't h w e a bcc~et,"he said somewhat defensively, "and if 1 did, why would I tell
someone I had just aret?"
What does t h ~ excerpt
s
NOT reveal?
F.
G.
11.
I.

the settmg
the confllct
Gind's personal~ty
Nathan's penonahty

@ What does Ni believe is tme of all people?
A. They can't keep a secret.
B. Tliey want to hide their tlw selves from others.
C. They aren't always awnre of what they want in life.
D. They are afraid to share their inner feelings with friends

(D Based on information in the passage, the illushation

011 page I42 shows

B Ali explaining her question to Nathan.
C . Mike telling the others what his seaet is.
H. Gina getting upset with Ali for a.rking Nathan her question.
I. Nathan explaining how hc made his sa~ldwichthat nloming.

-

@

How does Nathan's opinion of Ali change from the beginning of the story to the end of the story?

3
LE
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A.

First, Nathan tliinks Aliis silly, but then he thinks she is brilliant.

B. First, Nathan thinks Ali is rude, but then he thinks she is annoying.
C. First; Nathan thinks:Ali is unkind, but then he thinks she is friendly.
D. First, Nathan thinks ALi is odd, but t l ~ he
n thinks she makes good s c n ~ .

I

I

@

Read thls cxcerpt from the s t o ~ y
Ignoring Mike's sarcasm, Ali
persisted. Once again, she asked
Nathan, What's your secret?"
?he wort1 liersbtcd in tho rxmrpt above means

(b

'

HOWdoes Ali discover Nathan's secret?
She observes Nathan carefully.
She tricks Nathan into telling hex
C. She has Natl~iuitake a lie detector test.
D. Shc asks Nathan lo write i t on a piece of
P"I>C?"
A.

8.

I?

argued.
ICSISIP~.
H. stopped
I. continued
G.

@

(D

0 Ikad this sentence from the story
"Shell hound yon until she figures
out your secret, so you'd better make
one up or face the conaeq~re~ices."

Based on story event&drld what you know
about Ali, what do you thmk wrllhappen
after the story mds'

Which sentence bdow uses horrnd in the same
way as m the scntencr above?

A. Ali will tell N a t l m her Inner seaet.
R. ,411 wll ask Tanya what her st>crd
IS
C. ALi will ask Ndthan to fix her lunch from
now on
D. NI w~llcome up wrth a whole new
theory about pcople

F. Our dog Bluebell is a hassct hound.
G. Jim is a rock hound who explorcs caves.
H. That news hound alrvays lands a b ~ g
s1ory.
I. Will's parents always hound him to clean
his room

Read this seltknce from thc story.
"What?" Nathan asked as his
sandwich remained suspended i n
front of him like a balloon.
The author compares Nathan's sandwich to a
balloon to show that the sandwich
is round.
G. is vwy light.
H. stays up in the air.
I. has a string attached to it.
F.

Post lest

Read the editorial "Don't Forget About the Snn" and the directions "HOWto Make ati Eclipse Viewer"
before answering Numbers 19 through 28.

Don't Forget About the

Ilumans take so many important things for granted. Tor examplc, how nften do mosl oi us think
about the air that surrounds us? Just because we can't see it, toucSi it, smell it, taste it, or hear it, we tend
to forget about it. However, withuut air and the oxygen that it provides, we wouldn't be able to breathc.
Florida is known as "the Sunshine State." Even so, the sun is anotlier thing that we Floridians don't
always appreciate. When it's cloudy or rainy, we miss its light. But when it's there, shining high in the
sky, day after day, are we truly grateful for its presence?
The sun is a fiery star and the center of our solar system. It is approximately 93 million miles from
Earth. As it turns out, that's just the right distance to support life on Earth. A few million miles closer or
farther away, and we'd just be another lifeless planet, like Mercury or Neptune.
Tl~esun 1s a major source of energy. Thls energy reaches Earth as light and heat Thr sun's energy
powers the wind, ocean currents, and the water cycle (cloud formation, precipttalion, and evaporation).
plants use the sun's energy to grow and to release oxygen into the air, $hichwe then breatlie.in. We also
rely on these plants for food.
?
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.
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The sun's rays help keep us warm. They also help the body produce vitamin D, which kt!eps bones
strong and prevents cancers and other diseases.As a result, most doctors encouvage people to get a
sensible amount of sun every day Howwer, the sun's heat can be blistering-literally-even
though the
sun is 93 million miles away. Too much exposure to the sun's rays can result in serious sunburns as well
as skin damage or even skin cancer.
Long ago, people were so awed by the power of the sun that they worshipped it as a god. They held
ceremonies to honor the sun god and offered it gifts to keep it happy. Weno longer worship the sun, but
we should appreciate the sun for all that it provides.
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Posr Test

How
Make
zla
A solar eclipse is ail exciting event. During a solar eclipse, the moon passes dircctly between Earth
and the sun. As the moon blocks the light from the sun, the moon casts its sl~adowover the surface of
Earth, ancl the sky darkens bricfly. On the parts of Earth wherc the moon completely blocks tl~clight
from the sun, this is called a total eclipse. On thp parts of Earth ~t7Iierethe mm)n only partly L?Iocksthe
sun's:light, it's callecl a partial eclipse.
If you want to view a solar eclipse, you must protect your eyes. You should never look at the sun
directly with the naked eye. The sun's rays can severely damage your eyes. One way to safely observe a
solar eclipse is by using a special viewer. Here are directions for making your own.

* a largc, empty cereal box
a piece of while cnnstructioi~paper
* a small square piece of alumin~imfoil

Steps
1.

First, cut the constructimppt?r tolit against the
bottom of the cereal box. Then open the box and
glue the slip of construction paper to the insidc of
tlie bottom of the box.

a.

Cknt! tlir box, ~rlsirrgthe iahs at the tnp. h'ith a

colored marker and mlcr, draw a stmight line across
tlie closed flaps at one end of tho box. Make the line
about 1%to 2 inches from the edge of the box.

I

i

'

3.

Draw a second line across the top of the box at the
opposite end. Also make this line about 1%to
2 inches from the box's edge.

4.

N w opexi the box, and cut across the lines. Cut
away the small pieces on the sides and ends of the
box, leaving only the middle section with the
box's tabs.

5.

Next, use tlie tabs to close the box again. There
should be a small opening at e~thcrend of the boy
wliere you cut away p i t of the flaps

6.

Place the square plccccr of [o~lover either openlng at
one end of the box Tape it firmly.

1.

Use a pin to poke a tiny hole through the center of
the foil.

8.

Take your viewer ouitd~~ors
on a sunny day. Stand
with the sun behind you. Hold your viewer so that
the sun is shining on the pinhole.

9.

Finally, look tlirough the uncovered "window" in
the box. Move the box around until an image of the
sun is projected onto the white paper at the bottom
of the box. Now you can safely look at the sun
during R solar eclipse!
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(cut where dotted lines aw)
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Now ansurer Numbers 19 thmugh 28 on your Answer Form on page 163. Baqe your answers on the
editorial "Don't Forget About the Sun" and the directions "EIow to Make an Eclipse Viewer!'

@

Thr au~hor's~naiirnratjon for writing "Don't S:orgctAbnut the Silo" was most likely
A.

c s cffecls of global wdrmmg
to exphln the c ~ ~ u sand

U. to convlnce readers to appi'eaate what the sun plovldes
C.

to tell readers an entcitanung story about annent sun%vorhlup

~
of ptotectingthemselr.es from the sun.
D. to Inform readers about t h rmportance

@

According to "Don't Forget About the Sun," all o[ thcse are a result of the sun's energy F!XCEP?.

E

heat.
G . wind.
H. oxygen.
1. ocean currents.

@

Based on information h~"llon't Forget About the Sun," wliidm is the most accurate statement about
exposure to the sun?
A.

People should wol,tdp the sun

B. People should never erpose tl~euskin to dlrect sunl~ght
C. People should spend as much t l m ~tn the sun as poss~bleeach day
D. People should spend a modelate amount of tune i n the sun each day

@

The information in "1I)on't Forget About the Sun" would best be used fur m a h ~ ag present3tion about

K
G.
H.
I.

@

ce~cmonialsun danrrs.
planets ln the solar system
vanous uses of solar energy on Earlh
health problems caused by the sun's rays.

The What You firill Need box is i n ~ p o ~ t ato
n t"How to Make an Edipse Viewer" because ~t
shows how to operate the ecl~pseviewer.
~denhfiesthe steps for mak~ngan eclipse vlewer
C. shows how a completed ed~psevlewerwill look
D. rdentlhes the materials for makmg an echpse vlewer

A.

B.

Po11 lest

-

7

li

@

To help readers make the eclipse viewer, the author organizes the directions by using
E. a chart with headings.
G. a numbered list ol steps.
H. a series of paragraphs with topic sentences.
I. a clear explanation of what n solar eclipse is.

@

According to Stcp 8, the eclipse viewer is h a t used
A.

I

at dusk or after dark.

B. only on a cloudy day.
outside when the sun is shmlng.
V, indoors in a brighkly lit claq9morn.
C.

@

1

Read tlus excerpt from "How to Make an E&pse V~ewer."

ve the box wound until an image of the sun is projected onto the white paper at the
sun duiing a solar eclipse!

@

b
-B

How is the ~llfomahon
in "Don't Wrget Ahout the Sun " and "IIorv to Makc an Edlpbc Viewer"
simda7

A. Both dvr.facts about solar eclipses.
B.. Both fellthe disbnce of the sunfrumEarth.
C. Both desaibe the uses of enfrgy from the sun.
V. Both warn about the harmhi effects of the sun

CI1
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Bot11 the h.(ditorialand the directions suggest that the sun

E

produces loo little energy.
G . produces too much energy.
H, sends powerful rays to Earth.
I. is tw far from Earth to provide power

Past Test

-Read the poem "A Thunder-Storm" before answering Nuumber8 29 throu1:1137.

The w~lidbegun to lock the grass
W~ththreatolung tunes and low,11c flung a menace at the earth,
A menace at tjm sky
Thc leaves unhooked thenuselves fror
A I started
~
all abroad;
The dust did so)op itself like l~aritls
And throw away the road.
The wagons quickened on the streets,
The thunder hurried slow;
Thc lightning showed a yellow bcak,
And then a livid claw.
The birds put LIP the bars to ncsts,
The cattle fled to barns;
Therc came one drop ol giant rain,
And thm, as if the hands
That held the dams had parted hold,
The waters wreckecl the sky,
But ovevlooked n1y father's house,
Just quartering a L-ree.

--------Post Test

--.**-

Now answer Numbers 29 through 37 on your Answer PO^ on page 163. Base your answers on the p o w
"A Thunder-Stom."

@ Read tlds line from the first stanza of the poem.
The wind begun to rock the gxass
Which sentence below uses rock in the same way as in the line above?

A.
B.

Waves rock the sailboats in the harbor.
The election results wiU rock the town.
C. Cindy's favorite rock band is Mud Slide.
D. J o d moved a large rock off the bike path.

@ Read these lines from the third stanza of the poem.
The lightning showed a yellow beak,
And then a livid claw.
Emily Dickinson compares the storm's lightning to a bird with a beak and a claw becauqe
the lightning

F.

nests in the trees.

C. looks like a hawk.
H. flies across the sky.
I. makes a screeching sound.

@

Which line from the poem best conveys the overall tone of the poem?

A.

4.

I%
.,

2

L3

M

B.

C.

"Amenace at the sky"
"There came one drop of giant rain"

"But overlooked my father's house"
D. "The leaves unhooked themselves from trees"

@

Read lines 7 and 8 from the poem.

@

s ~ m ~ lin
a rmeanmg?

The dust did scoop itself like hands
And throw away the road.

A. flung,held
8. fled, paitcd
C. quickened, ln~rried
D. sliowcd, ovel.l(~okcd

Mihich scntvnce best explains what is
1i;lppeningin these lines?
The wind blew dust onto lhe road in
huge hmdfuls.
G . l l e dust took a scoop and shoveled the
road off to the side.
H. Apowerful wind scooped up so
much dust that the dirt road began to

F c h pair of yords from the poem is most

F,

@

The leaves blow off the trees.
G . A treeis tol.11 into four pieces.
H. Thunder rumbles in the distance.
I. Tllc speaker's father's house is
knocked down.
E

disappear.
I.

@

Someone scooped up dust from the road
imd then tossed it into the wind so it
flew around.

Based 0
: details she included in the poenl,
~ l t which
h
statement wuuld Bnuly Dickinson
most likely agree?
A. 'Thunderstorms don't create much
damage.
B. Thunderstom~sare uipredictable and
powerful.
C. thunder sf om^ have little effecton
animal behavior.
D. There's no way to predict when a
thunderstorm is a p p r o a c l ~ g .

@

What happens as a result of the wind during
the thunderstorm?

@

Read this excerpt from the poem
The waters wrecked the sky,
But overlooked my father's house,
Just quartering a tree.
What does the word overlooked mean in the
excerpt above?

A.
B.

flooded
ignored
C. targeted
D. destroyed

B

8

5

4;&

8 8

Wh~chof these lmes fmm the poem best
shows haw the author glves the thunderstorm
ll~unancharactcnst1cs7

;

%

k 8$

F.

"?he cattle fled lo bams"
G. "He flung a menace at the earth"
H. "There came rme drop of @ant ram"
I. "The wagons qmckened on the streels"

w
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Read iht career pmfile "Becominga Chef" before answering N~~mbera
38 through 46.

by JuEa French

Do yori like to tlirow a burser on the grjli, toss a
salad, or bake n cake? If so, you might cotisidet a
carecr as a chef. A chcf Is sonleone wlr, has
learned how to prLyare fooci and works in a
professional kitchen. Many amateur cooks have
turned thdr skills at home into cmplvment
What personality traits does a goad chef have?
First d all, ynu sliould be creative, since chefs
often invent tl~cirown recipc3. Restausnnt
kitchen3 are hectic places, so you must be at& to
handle pressure anti do more than one thing at:a
time. It's also useful ta be good at making splitswond decisions. Since cuatoniers somctime.i
have mrnplaints, you mctst be able to accept
criticistn calmly. In addition. you should be
flexible arid adaptable. Whenever the seasons
g menus
change, restaurants typically c h n ~ i ttcir
to offer different items. Also, some customers m y
have to avoid certain inh~edientsbecausc they
have food allergies or speciiil diets. Yotr should be
willing to ~rnrkharcl. A chef does not work from
nine to five. fie or $lie works long houxs, ofkn on
weekends and holicleys, Lastly, n cllcf wnrks with
nwny different people every day, so it's essential
for you to be "ZI people person."
Thne are different w a p of training tu becnne a
chef Yott cart apprentice in a reshi~rantm i learn
on the iob. \ion can rrbo attend a sperlal cuoking
school. Thcrc, most of your time will he spent
practicity: how to prepare food. However, you
may also take courses in the uw and care of
kitchen equipment, menu planning. purchasing
foods in quantity, food cost control, making u3e of
leftovers, and public-health mles.

C

Jobs in the Kitchen
A head chef is in charge of the kitchen but

often d o e very little cooking.
A sotrs chef assists the head chef with
cooking. Saws m a n s "under" in French.
A line cook manages a particular area of
production in the kitckn.
A prep cook chops vegetable:: and assembles
tho entrees.
A sancieq makes sauces, stews, and
sometimespan fries fwd to order.
A pantry chef prepares eolri food such
as salads.
\i pilshy cixf makes desserts
Once you haw your tnining, the sky is the limit.
Of course, you can work in the kitclien of a
restaurant, But you might also get n job in a
hospital or nursing hornc, a hotel, n diner, a. even
on a cruise ship. Some 81efs work in schools,
prisons, or other krge institutions. Peaanal chefs,
on the other hancl, work just for an individiral or
a family.
Sinne wcll-known chefs have become very
s~rcccssful.They write their own cookbooks and
sell their own food-relstecl prodtrcts in stom
around the co~tntry.A few even have thdr own
television pmgnms. Who's your favorite celebrity
chef? Maybe o w day you will have a pmfessional
career like he or slie does.

1

N o w answer Numbers 38 throw@ 46 on your Answer Form on page 163.Base your answers on the c a m
pmfilc "Becominga Chef."

Agood dzef nnrst have many d~ffcr~snl
skrlb
G. A gnnd chef must he focus~dcompletely on cookiu~g.
H. A good chef mufithave studied at a well-known cooking school.
I. A good chef must have expertence cooking m a variety of setbngz

F.

@ When t

l author
~
t;kates, "Oncc you hirue your mining, tltp sky Is the limit," she mean8 that

a trained chef can also beconle u trained pilot.
8. a chef can never go above the sky in an airplane.
C. a chef's training guarantet!shim or her a large slary.
D. a profmiondl chef will have many opportunities available.
A.

@

&:<XI on infomotion in Il~e]uf~s
in fhe Mtc11t:n box, someone who likes to crevte new pie and cnke
reaps would most li kcly enjoy a cnn?era.cr
F.

~ucier.

G. snus chef.
1 . pastry chef.

I.

@

pantry chef

The lofts irt the Kitdim box is an importank fentun! of the career proliir h m u s e it
tellb the r~aderwherc to apply for tramng
tells the reader how to get a job after traunng.
tcllh tlw reader what sk~Usa chef qhould hate
D. ells Ehr reader what jobe different chek perhrm.

A.
8.
C.

(.D Which p?ir of wonls fnxn this careex prohle are most oppslte m waning?
E flex~ble,aclaptahb
G. trainma apprentio?

H. employn>rnt,career
I.

amateur, professional

i

I
What is most likely the author68purposefor writing this article?
A.

to urge maders to benunr professional chefs

B. to explain why some dtek become very su-Iu1
C.

to Inform readers what it's like to L v e a cnrees a8 a chef

D. to share m entertainingstory &out ch& working in n testatmnt

j
3

I

1I

@ t i p I ' @ f ~ l nchef
n ~ lwho H-OT~Sin

R rmburant should be

E

famous.

G.

H.

a pubIzshed author
a graduate of a moking sdwol.

I.

capable of making qu~&dec~sions

@ What does a saucier in a r@$taurantkitchen do?
A. makessalads
makes pizzas
C. makes sauces
D. m a h desserts
8.

@ The infomation in this profile would be best used for a student'sreport on
F. restaumnt management
G. succffsful diet programs.
H. careers m the foudservtceindnsky.
I. c o o h g schools in the United Stntrr,

I

Read the story "DinosaurCreek" before answering Numbers 47 through 55.

"Who'ii helkve that this dry and dusty creek was overflowing with water just a few riionths agcil"
J a n i i ~asked as h e scrambled down the mcky slope and p0~ket.1around in tlw littcr of tht+m?ckbed.
I.nt)sc rocks skittered down the slope as Jamie's twa b s t friends, i.Iolly and Mikcy, follusvcd him.
After il while hfikey stopped to dump pebblcs out of his shoes. While waiting, Jamie poked thn?ugh the
ddxis. Sitdilcnly o11e oddly shaped roch caught his attcntio~i.h wildly excited Jarnic poiizlccl out the
rock to I-lolly. "You know an nwii11b t about these tliing$, IIolly. Tell u s wkat this is!"
Holly ran her fingers alctng the two knobs at the top of the rock, d o n g f l groc>\*\.rt
~
hetween the knobs,
and down its I t ~ g t hHer
. eyes danced as she croxved, " i think yotl'\,e h>undone?
Mikey asked, "M'het kind of rock is it?"
With barely cantained excikmtmt, Holly rt~~~~ounci?ii,
"It's not a rock, Mikoy. It's a dinosaur bcme!"
Rralizing that the Bood tiad probably rel(?asadother dinosaur bones from the st~rroundingrock, ton,
t l ~ efriends startccl looking around. Before long, they'd discowlrd several n~oi-eposihlr dinosaur hynes.
"So, do we try to dig up the whole dinosaur ourselves?" Mikey asked,
Jamie anmvercd, "ho, this is a job for an expert. Holly, sincc yoti wttnt to study dinosaur Ix)ssils wht:n
p u gmw up, clo yo11 know d any goad pleontologisb?"
1 lolly did. Before they left, Jamie marked the spot with a fl,i~,and Mikey used his cell phone to take
pic(-ures.Then tl~cyraced back to Holly's houxv, where she illcllfded the pictures [ram Miki?y:s phone in
an c-mail to her aunt, a palcmtcilo@stat a local musetim. While waiting for a reply, tfcrlly conducted
more research and crea1c.d some clinosaur fan cards. Mikey and ramit?, meanwhile, fed lettuce to klolly's
pet iguana, I p r .
Ahout a n hour after sending the e-mail, Hnlly hennl from her Aunt Rose. "My team and I will arrive
at your 1,ousc arcx~~tn
nno11, and yo11 and njur friends can hkt? u s out to see tl~osebones:'
.;hr,rtly .lrtzr no&ln.Lhcrrunrl, ,,f tin i o l l
tlv gnvcl Jrivt,w.tv .inn~~unc~.cI
r l t r tt~;~n~',
nrrn,.il Sunt Ro.a .inti her u;ttn g i d ~ b t d
thcii gr,ir and fcrll~,tvcd].tntiv. tii~ll),and
;
h l ~ l e yb:tck to tli,.drie~~lrrc,t.L. ,\unt I<ose
alone r\o~itdown the crvek'i bank Step bv
~ a r c i ustep,
l
slic'd .;ttip, ikr~k,ntal thrli snap
i
picturt.5 I,<wh'it was thcrz Orca~ino.iliv,
clie'.l stick ,i ncimhcrt-.t markc.1 he~idt.fi rock
as !,hr, pli~rto#nplit.,lIt. 1h r gruup tollr>wcll
:\u~itI<oseas sht: troicd the crvcl, bed for
ah111t.I half t m l ~in p a t h ri~t~.c.t~o$i
I\)~cII
:\ttnt llosr fi~wllvc l i n i k ~ out
l ot tiit*crct,k
btxl, she ~rntuedi,lfely.h,>ol, Jdn~ic';h.uld
"Congratulations, Jamie, on Iindlng your
first dinos~t~r!"

j

clap+^& an the back. Amid the noise and &tenlent, Hoiiy.approached
Everyone rheaed
her aunt and asked, ,,& faynu knav "hat kind of dinosaur we found, Aunt Kosc?"
we dig o;if: the b n i %and examine them more d ~ l ybut
, I did find some
'I won't know for sure
spafic kind of dinosaur:
clues that an. pctinting
Aiinf Row decide$to see if her nicve could figure out the answer from what she already knew, her
,he eluc,sntlntRose had discovered. tIoilyfs aunt yoinkc1 to theY-s1iaped bone
own observations,
found arid said, "flolly, yon'veseen this kind of b o t ~ ~ b , , ~ , , ~ , ~
with the two ktlol,s c),, thn,,Janlie~lad
~ n ylob. ncz ,.,i
ll,ld l,rl.,at dovs it tcli you about tt~1lr:tthis cIin(~~ai1t.
might be?'.
I-Iollydidn't hcisitate and said r ~ t ,af ihip bone, right?" Aunt Rose nodded in agreement, and I+dly
tells me that this hip bone belongs to a dinnsaur with bird hips:
contin~rd," T t ~yt shape at
dinosaur$ by their hip g t ~ c t u r rDinosarrrs
.
with lizard h.IPS,
Holly knew that pirfeonblogists
hip bones that point away fmm one another, hut dinosatw thilt
like mnny reptiles today, have
h i p b n e s pointing k~wordthe war.
haw hird hips h,7veboth
Aunt Rnse clapped.ligh:htly
for lIer brigtxt student. The. smaU p u p walked a bit further before Aunt
Ra?e crouched nnd pint&
to a rock &out three centimeters long " ~ i i one
s should look very familiar
to sou."
With h a nmjinifying ghas, Bolly eramined the rock, which doped down to a blunt point at one end
and had ridges. nB's not a bone a mckis it?" I-folly asked.
Disappointed, Jamie eXCbimed, thought it was another dinosaur bone:'
Holly pmuclly stabd her conclusion. "mis is a dinosaur tooth. R is slop~dand ridgcd so that this
TXis tooth is similar to the anw Igor has. If this dinosaur i s tlie
dinosaur cnulrt grind the plants it
nne I think it is," Hi)ily said, "it got its name because of ih similarity to the iguana. L.l~?e,
I'll shmv you."
EiolIy pulled a fact card from her vest pocket.

1-

Now answer Numbers 47 through 55 on your Anaver Form on page 163. Base your answers an the stmy
"Dinosaur Creek."

@

Read t h except
~
from the story
Loeserocks skitiered down the slope as Jamie's two best friends, lloXly and Mikey, followerl
him. After a while Mikey stopped to dump pebbles out of his shoes. While waiting, Jamie
poked through the debris.
What does the word debris mean in the excerpt above?
A,
B.
C.
D.

Q)

trash
bones
~nlderbrush
loose gravel

Aunt Rove does not tell Holly the likely name of the dinosaur because
E

she has no idea which dinosaur it might be.

C. she wants Holly to figtm it out for herself.
EX.
I.

she wants to keep the name of the dimsaur a secret.
she doesn't want to d ' i s the dixovcry in hont of Elolly's frimds.

@ The word that best descrihrs Holly's mponse to Jamie's discovery in the creek bed is
A. boastful.
B. annoyed.
C. confused
D. informed.

@

The reader can mnclutte that the three friends in the story will

keep Imking for fossils.
C. nam+?the dinosaur lgor
1-1. h ~ v an
e aFgumcnt about their h d .
I. refeive no credit fur their d~scovery.

E

@

!

Why is Holly's hct card lnlportant to
the story?

@

fkad thisexcerpt from the story.

Holly knew that paleonblogi.;rs
classify dinosaurs by their hip
s t ~ c t u r Uinosaun
e
with lizard him,
likcmany reptitefi today, have lower
hip bones Illdl poitit away fro111onc
onothei, but clinusnu~zthat lravc
bird hips have botli lower hip bones
pointing toward the rear.

It shows what bird hips ltwk li.
B. It proves that the discovery is important.
C. J,t gives important details about Dil~osam

A.

i

Clr?ck.
1). It ~~.venls
Lhc likely sou~ceof the

dinosaur t0mils.

!

@

J a w finds a dinosaur fos~dm thc cwek
bed because
n flwd uncovered it.
G. a rock slide uncovered it.
H. Jamic dug it out of tllp drrt.
1. a tcam of paleonfologists left it there.

E

i

@

Which sentence below u+essbck in the same
way as in the sentenceabcrve?
A.

L i k will stick his pencils in his desk.
Buddy, our d o g likes to chase a stick.
C. Use tape to stick tlu?poster on the x.aI1.
D. Stick the map with n pin to show the
city's location.

B.

-

"

She lisoi characteristic; of specific
d~nosours
G. She tclls why t 14 important to find and
study fossIJ5
H. She evplams how a snentrst becomes a
paleontolo@st
I. She poults out the difference b e t w m ~ ~
h a r d hips and bird hlps.

F.

b d this sentencefrom ihc story
Occadonatly, she'd slick a numbered
marker bevide a m k as she
photographed it.

d

1-Iowdoes the author orgaraze informabon tn
this erccrpt'

e) In the stor, ~,nl,mm,Creek,,, how

,IF

r 10,y

and A~rntRose s~nular?
A.

Both 1-lollyand Aunt Ruse ow11a pet
Iguana
R. Both IIolfy and Aunt Rt~sework a t a
nluwum
C. Both Holly and Aunt Uosr arc
paleontobgi~ts
D. WnthHolh and Aunt Rose sfi~dy
d~nosaurfinsils.
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